FROM THE CHAIRMAN: H.F. DeLuca
It is a pleasure to be able to write you about another
year’s events in the Department of Biochemistry
at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Many
of you would be surprised if you visited the
spaces where you worked to earn your degrees.
The teaching lab remains virtually untouched
and I’m sure looks exactly as you remember it.
However, everything else has pretty much been
altered. The old Biochemistry building is no
longer occupied by biochemists, but by a variety
of programs, including many Bacteriology faculty
and staff. When we vacated the 1913, 1939, and
1956 wings of the old building, we were told by
the administration that it was not worth spending
any additional repair funds on that facility, and
therefore, its use should be limited to very nominal
functions not requiring any additional funds.
However, about a year after we moved out, a state
law was approved requiring buildings that had
elevators over a certain age to be replaced. Thus,
in the condemned 1939 wing of Biochemistry, we
have a wonderful new elevator. Following this, the
Medical School requested and received some of
the 1956 space for Dermatology and immediately
spent $300,000 or more on remodeling. Similar
changes occurred as other units began to use the
space we found difficult to occupy anymore.
Finally, Phase II of the Biostar program came into
focus, namely the destruction of and elimination
of the E.B. Fred building that houses Bacteriology.
That is due to occur this summer and the new
Bacteriology/Microbiology/ Food Safety building
will be erected on the site of the E.B. Fred
building. It should be a wonderful new structure
that will provide much needed facilities to these
departments. In the meantime, some faculty
from Medical Microbiology and a large share of
faculty from Bacteriology have moved into the old
facilities in the Biochemistry building. They also
have moved their teaching laboratories into some
of the old research space in the 1956 wing. They
will remain housed there until the building is torn
down in preparation for Biochemistry Phase II of
the Biostar program. That new facility will include
space for biomolecular chemistry, biochemistry,
and structural biology researchers, new teaching
labs, shops, and new lecture facilities. It will also

include the destruction of what is currently the Ag
Journalism building, that was once Dairy Science,
and before that, a Genetics building. That space
will become part of Biochemistry Phase II. So
far, planning money has not been released and
thus we don’t have a firm picture of what the
new Biochemistry addition will look like. Very
fortunately for us, the State has managed to keep
the building program in line and on schedule;
and thus, we are expecting that somewhere in
the timeframe of 2007 or 2008 the Biochemistry
Phase II occupation should take place.
Probably the saddest news for Biochemistry this
year has been the decision by Carol Marth to
retire after 35 years. I can assure you that this is a
major turn of events for this department. Many
of you are well aware of all of the things Carol
very quietly took care of without us even knowing
it. She, of course, ran the graduate recruitment
program for many years which is now handled
by Colleen Clary and a new addition to our staff,
Mary Murray. Carol took care of the timetable,
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took responsibility for the building, for room
assignments, and I cannot even begin to tell you
all of the other things she managed while she
served this department. Carol was determined to
retire before I did and she won that race, but it
was a very sad day when she made her decision
to leave. Of course, we had a very nice farewell
party in the east atrium of the new Biochemistry
Addition. However, she has not forgotten about
us and we hear from her occasionally or she will
stop by to celebrate a birthday or an important
event. She has not yet moved to Las Vegas where
I expect she will end up owning the entire city,
but I believe it is in her plans. We certainly miss
her a great deal and we are currently searching
for her replacement or someone to even begin to
carry the load she did.

he brings with him a certain style and capability
that’s rather unique in terms of giving us contacts
with the biotechnology community and political
figures in the State of Wisconsin. We have also
added our first computational biochemist, namely
Julie Mitchell, from the University of CaliforniaSan Diego. Julie is our first joint appointment
with Mathematics and brings with her a new
capability not previously available in our faculty.
She has already started several collaborations with
faculty members in Biochemistry and has begun to
build her program which focuses on mathematics
and its impact on structural problems and surface
problems of proteins.

Perhaps the next most important bit of news is
that the Department of Biochemistry and the
Department of Biomolecular Chemistry of the
Medical School have both voted overwhelmingly
to merge the departments into a single Department
of Biochemistry. This has resulted after about
two years of intensive study and committee
activity to decide on the pros and cons of such a
merger. It also took that amount of time for the
administration to become comfortable with the
merger, and perhaps, for the faculty to become
comfortable with such a merger. We anticipate
that the merger will take place over a period of
about 3-4 years and will not be an immediate
event. We anticipate that at about the same time
the two departments move into the new facility
under Biochemistry Phase II, that the merger will
be essentially complete. The new Department of
Biochemistry will be responsible to two Deans,
from the College of Agricultural and Life Sciences
and the Medical School. The merged department
will be responsible for teaching biochemistry to the
medical students and will also be responsible for all
undergraduate instruction in biochemistry. We are
all very excited about the merger. We believe it will
bring new dimensions to both departments and
will increase the total strength of the biochemistry
program on the Madison campus.

The Biochemistry facility is largely filled
except for one laboratory unit left open for the
faculty member who will replace Paul Ludden.
During an effort to retain Tom Martin in the
Department of Biochemistry, we moved Tom to
Paul Ludden’s former space on the second floor
of the Biochemistry Addition. We also provided
Tom with the Wasson Professorship, a newly
created professorship from money given to us by
the Wasson family, combined with money from
Biochemistry’s endowment fund. This allowed us
to put together a retention package to keep him
from leaving for an extremely attractive offer at the
University of Michigan. We are now preserving
Tom Martin’s vacated space for a faculty addition
in the area of plant biochemistry. The College
of Agricultural and Life Sciences has given us
approval to recruit for this position to bolster
our strength in plant biochemistry. We intend
to fill the opening for an Assistant Professor in
plant biochemistry sometime during the next
calendar year. If you know of any outstanding
candidates, please have them apply. There are also
some additional cluster hires taking place on the
campus which emphasize interdisciplinary hiring
of professors. One of the openings is in structural
biology and appears to be dedicated to the area of
mass spectrometry. Unfortunately, Biochemistry
cannot participate in the search because we are
no longer in possession of identifiable space until
Biochemistry Phase II is built.

We were very fortunate to add two faculty members
to our department recently. Mike Sussman, who
is director of the Biotechnology Center, and at
one time, a Professor of Horticulture, became a
Biochemistry faculty member in July 2002. We were
pleased to have Mike join our department because

On behalf of the department, I would like to
thank the alumni for all their support. As always,
we welcome visits from the alumni and we look
forward to any communication, suggestion, or
idea that will help us make a better Department
of Biochemistry.
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U6 RNA: a molecular Coelacanth?
Samuel E. Butcher 50 years ago, Crick and Orgel suggested that One particular spliceosomal RNA — U6 — has
life could have evolved from a self-replicating
molecule composed of RNA. Many years later,
the idea that RNA can be an enzyme as well as a
carrier of genetic information is well established. In
the so-called prebiotic “RNA world hypothesis,”
DNA evolved from RNA as a long-term storage
solution for genetic information, and the
evolution of proteins quickly led to a symbiotic
relationship with RNA. Eventually, proteins took
over as the predominant biological catalysts, but
ribonucloeprotein symbionts are still abundant
today.
The contemporary world contains “molecular
fossils” of the hypothetical RNA world. Perhaps the
most conspicuous of these is the ribosome, which
in the last few years has decisively been shown to
be an RNA based machine. Other RNA-based
machines include telomerase, which copies the
ends of chromosomes; signal-recognition particle,
which is involved in bringing secreted proteins to
the membrane during their translation; and the
spliceosome, which catalyzes the joining of different
segments of RNA to form a functional RNA.
Pre-mRNA splicing is particularly provocative
from an evolutionary perspective. RNAs exist that
are entirely self-splicing — that is, they catalyze
their own rearrangements. These autocatalytic
RNAs come in several varieties, with distinct
chemistries. Eukaryotic pre-mRNA splicing
is not self-splicing. Rather, mRNA splicing is
catalyzed by an approximately 1,000,000 dalton
(ribosome-sized) ribonucleoprotein particle
called the spliceosome. The splicing mechanism
catalyzed by the spliceosome is identical in both
stereochemistry and metal-ion coordination to one
catalyzed by Group II self-splicing RNAs. Group
II self-splicing RNAs are bona-fide ribozymes,
catalyzing their own splicing in the absence
of proteins. They are found in bacteria, fungi,
and plant chloroplasts. However, many group
II introns that have been studied have actually
lost the ability to splice autonomously, and are
dependent on proteins for proper folding and
function. These observations have led researchers
to hypothesize that group II introns are the
evolutionary precursors to the spliceosome. In this
view, the RNAs of the spliceosome are molecular
fossils, leftovers from a time when RNA catalysts
were more abundant.

attracted our attention (and those of many other
labs), as potentially lying in the catalytic center
of the spliceosome. Despite a billion years of
evolution, the sequence of U6 RNA has remained
remarkably conserved from yeast to humans. U6
RNA pairs with another RNA (U2) and dozens
of proteins in the spliceosome. We are only
just beginning to understand the structure and
function of U6 RNA and the spliceosome.
Although recent X-ray structures of the ribosome
revealed a catalytic core comprised entirely
of RNA, no such structural data exist for the
spliceosome. However, NMR structures of U6
RNA from our lab have revealed RNA structural
details and metal ion interactions and that are
consistent with the “spliceosome as a ribozyme”
hypotheses. U6 RNA coordinates an essential
magnesium ion cofactor required for splicing
catalysis. In the absence of other spliceosomal
...continued on page 32
Figure: Superimposition of the U6 RNA intramolecular stem-loop domain NMR structure
with the group II intron domain V X-ray structure (PDB 1KXK). Despite significant sequence
differences, the two structures have a backbone
root mean square deviation of 2.9 Å and a flipped
base at identical positions. BIG Fish: drawing
of a Coelacanth. This fish is present in the
fossil record from the
Devonian period
300-400 million
years ago. In
1938, a living
Coelacanth
was caught
off the coast
of South
Africa.
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FACULTY PROFILE:
100101001010010101010
010101010010101001001001001001010101000101011111010010100
Julie
Mitchell
A
new
faculty member was hired this past year
10100100101001010
as part of the strategic hiring initiatives of the
01010010100100101
university to maintain our research preeminence
00101001010101001 and to develop world-class programs in emerging
01010100101010010 areas of knowledge. Julie Mitchell is part of the
01000101011111010 cluster on Molecular Biometry (joint appoint01010010101111101 ment with Mathematics and Biochemistry).
00101001010010010
Julie did her undergraduate work in Mathemat10010100101010100 ics at San Jose State University and received the
10101010010101001 PhD in Mathematics from the University of Cal00100100100101010 ifornia, Berkeley in 1998. Her PhD thesis was
10001010111110100 titled Hodge Decomposition and Expanding Maps
10100101001001010 on Flat Tori and was written under the direction
01010010101010010 of Morris Hirsch. Leaving Berkeley, she changed
fields and spent three years as a postdoctoral fel10101001010100100 low at the San Diego Supercomputer Center and
10010010010101010 two more years as Assistant Principal Scientist at
00101011111010010 that Center.
computational biology and her prior work in
mathematics. She plans to participate in the
01001001001001001
00100100100100100 Dr. Mitchell’s research centers on one of the 2004-05 program of the Institute for Mathematics and Applications (IMA) on ``Mathematics of
major problems in Molecular Biology: the iden10100101001001010 tification of protein-protein interaction based Materials and Macromolecules: Multiple Scales,
01010010101010010 on the structures of the individual proteins. Two Disorder, and Singularities.’’
10101001010100100 highlights of her work and accomplishments
Dr. Mitchell brings new opportunities for cross10010010010010010 are:
disciplinary training to our university. Plans
01010101000101011
include the development of a course that will be
1) Fast Atomic Density Evaluator (FADE) - a
11101001010010100
cross-listed with Mathematics and Biochemistry,
program to calculate molecular shape and
10010100101001010
thereby strengthening the ties between the two
shape complementarity. The program uses
10100101010100101
departments. While a graduate student at UCFast Fourier Transforms to compute local
01010010010010010
Berkeley, Julie won the ``Outstanding Graduate
atomic density, and is widely used. In fact,
Student Instructor Award.’’
since
June
2001,
FADE
has
been
downloaded
01001001001001001
by almost 500 users from 30 different coun00100100100100100
Last September, Julie gave a talk at a “virtual”
tries.
10010001001001001
conference that was simulcast to hundreds of
00101010100010101 2) Docking Mesh Evaluator (DoME) - a program locations around the world. She went to Fargo,
11110100101001010
North Dakota and was broadcast from their site.
for molecular docking of proteins and other
There were a number of different “nodes” where
macromolecules. This method uses adaptive
01001010010100101
people gave their talks, and the audience from
mesh solutions to the Poisson-Boltzmann
01010010101010010
one node could ask questions in real time of
equation to calculate interaction energies.
10100000101101001
speakers broadcasting from the other nodes. Julie
01100100100101010 Julie’s current research goals are to continue to says that there were some glitches, but overall it
10001010111110100 develop FADE and DoME and to come full was really quite impressive - sort of like a video
10100101001001010 circle toward an integration of her research in conference, but between hundreds of sites.
01010010101010010100101010010010010010010101010001010111110100101001010010
0101001010100100100100100101010100010101111101001010010100101001
001001001001001001001001001001001001001001001001001001001001001001001001001001
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FROM THE FRONT OFFICE:
Cheryl Adams

We have had a lot of changes in the front office
during the past year. The most noticeable was
the retirement of Carol Marth in September
2003. We certainly miss having her around the
office!! She was a steady force in the department
for over 35 years and provided outstanding service and support to all of the faculty and staff.
We are currently looking for a replacement for
that position, but have quickly realized that there
will never be another Carol Marth! However,
we wish her well and hope she stops in to see us
once in a while. Other changes include a remodeling project to help provide additional space for
the growing staff in the front office. Jim Shurts
has moved down to the office formerly occupied
by Carol Marth and we are currently remodeling
Jim’s office into space for the graduate recruitment group which will house the vice-Marth
replacement and 2 of the support staff, namely,
Colleen Clary and Mary Murray. This year we
also said goodbye to Charlene Entwistle from the
accounting group and welcomed Bethann Lesnick who replaced her. Emilie Keen also joined
the accounting group and assists Jule Pauls
with purchasing duties; Emilie replaced Robert
McGuigan. Overall, the entire office staff has
provided excellent service during the past year.
The payroll and front office group remains the
same with valuable contributions from Marcia
Bubrick, Janice Carberry, Kay Fitzgerald, Steve
Noftle, and Carol Peterson. They really make my
workload much easier and more enjoyable! The
undergraduates are flourishing under the guidance of Dan Barnish who has put a lot of work
into making life easier for the students. The

graduate program group retained Colleen Clary,
Carolyn Kunen, and Angela Trentadue. They
also had the opportunity to add a new employee
to their group during the past year. We received
funding for a new position to assist with the
graduate recruitment program which has grown
greatly during the past few years. We welcomed
Mary Murray to the office in October 2003 and
she has been doing a great job so far. This group
really did an outstanding job during the past
year, not only completing their own tasks, but
helping fill in for Carol Marth while we search
for her replacement.
Jim Shurts continues to work with Cathy
Michael on various departmental budget and
financial matters and they have become a great
team. They have really made some important
changes to how the department manages its
finances and grants, etc. They also have done
an extensive review of the departmental facilities
and budgets and made changes to keep spending
under control. Other members of the accounting group not mentioned above include Alan
Rudrud, Steve Seiler, Terry Tarrow, and Lamin
Touray. They all contribute heavily to the success
of that group and the department. Our student
assistant, Tiffany, continues to provide excellent
service to the accounting group.
It is pretty exciting to see all the changes that are
going on but it’s nice to have some things remain
the same :). Hector continues as Chair of the
department and we value his strong leadership
and administrative abilities.
Best wishes until next year….
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FACULTY PROFILE:
Michael Sussman

I believe that humor and science go hand in hand.
Speaking of which, a funny thing happened to me
on the way to puberty. I graduated in 1967 from
Stuyvesant High School on the lower east side of
Manhattan, and before I was 18 and unleashed
onto society, I became interested in plant signal
transduction, having written an article about plant
tissue culture for the school’s science magazine,
‘Nucleus’. The article was based on then recent
work by Folk Skoog, a professor at the far away
University of Wisconsin who, in the Dept of
Botany, together with his postdoc Carlos Miller
(who subsequently beget a PhD student named
Richard Amasino) and via collaboration with
fine folks such as Bob Bock and Frank Strong in
the Biochemistry Dept. determined the chemical
structure of cytokinins, one of the five classical
plant hormones. Cytokinins are N6-alkylamino
substituted purines, and regulate cell division
and organogenesis in plants. In fact, it is the
simple ratio of cytokinin and another hormone,
auxin, which determines whether a plant tissue
piece forms a rapidly dividing undifferentiated
tumorous mass, or a tumor containing well
developed roots or shoots. Fast forward thirty
five years and we find this pudgy adolescent
now adorning the cover of Madison magazine,
and attempting to conquer mountains on the
basketball court and in the research community.
I am thrilled and honored to be a member of the
Dept. of Biochemistry. After receiving the offer
to join this faculty, I read the book Dave Nelson
and Brook Soltvedt edited about the history of the
department (“One Hundred Years of Agricultural
Chemistry and Biochemistry at Wisconsin”), and
realized that Stephen M. Babcock is my soulmate.
In the book it was said that the most common
feature of the Biochemistry Dept back in the early
1900’s was the riotous roar of laughter and bad jokes
coming from Babcock’s office. This is something I
try to emulate each and every day. Perhaps for this
reason, I am one of the few professors whose office
and lab is NOT in the Biochemistry Building, nor
in the Chemistry Building. Instead, my lab and
office is on the second floor of the Biotechnology
Center building, and this location helps me
split time between being a scientist/professor
and being a director in charge of administering
the Biotechnology Center. The part of this job
as director I really like is taking care of the toys,
e.g., a million dollars worth of tandem mass
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spectrometers, a bunch of DNA sequencers and
synthesizers, a gaggle of peptide synthesizers, some
gene expression machines and a partridge in a pear
tree. Seriously, I love toys, and in the past six years
I have especially been having fun developing new
machines with engineers and chemists, such as the
maskless array synthesizer, (a benchtop automated
high density oligonucleotide array synthesizer)
which some of you may already know about. Of
late, I am helping convert this machine into an
automated gene synthesizer, since we believe that
the 800,000 different 60mer oligonucleotides
that the MAS produces can be harvested and
assembled into 1kb pieces of DNA in a massively
parallel manner. If successful, this machine could
eliminate the need to store plasmids or libraries,
since they would be synthesized de novo from
phosphoramidite nucleotides just by electronic
commands. If not successful, I still have a career
as chief bottle washer and grant writer in my lab,
to fall back on.
Prior to my life as a genomicist, that began in
1989 after a Fulbright sponsored sabbatical in the
yeast genome sequencing lab of Andre Goffeau at
the Catholic University of Louvain in Belgium,
my main research interest was energy and sensory
transduction at the plasma membrane of plants
and fungi. My lab was the first at UW to use
Arabidopsis thaliana as a genetic research tool
(this began in 1984) and this effort continued
to bloom and bear fruit, culminating in 1995
when we developed a method using large scale
insertional mutagenesis to obtain knockout
mutations in almost any gene of interest. The
main motivation in developing this technology
was the frustration with forward genetics as a tool
for obtaining mutations in plasma membrane
transporters and receptors. We now know that
the vast majority of single gene knockouts in
Arabidopsis (and other multicellular eukaryotes)
show no obvious phenotype different from
wildtype when grown under standard laboratory
conditions. A demonstration of this is the fact
that out of the ca. 1,000 protein kinases encoded
in the Arabidopsis genome, for only one or two
dozen has any mutant plant been obtained from
forward screens/selections. Thus, the first plant
hormone receptor, the ethylene receptor that
was first identified by Bleecker, Kende, Chang
and Meyerowitz as a dominant mutation, and
it wasn’t until knockout mutations in the half

From left to right:
starting from top:
‘Doc’, Adrian Hegeman
(postdoc),
‘Sneezy’ Dave Nelson
(Genetics Grad Student),
‘Sleepy’ Clark Nelson
(CMB Grad Student),
‘Bitter’ Whitney Robertson
(CMB Grad Student, now graduated),
‘Grumpy’Heather Burch
(Specialist),
‘Surly’ Fernando Rodriguez
(Postdoc),
‘Busy’ Catherine Chan
(Postdoc),
‘Smiley’ Katherine Richmond
(Postdoc),
Undergraduates:
‘Bashful’ Soma Ray
and ‘Happy’ Dana Steien,
‘Sarcastic’ Melissa Pischke
(CMB Grad Student),
‘Wiley’ Lee Breunig
(High School Student)
and ‘Dopey’ Michael Sussman
(Grant Writer).
Not shown are the new dwarves
graduate students:
Mathew Robison
(Biochemistry),
Ed Huttlin
(Biochemistry),
Dana Somers
(Genetics)
and undergraduate:
Fred Chinemerem Abanonu

dozen similar receptor genes
were all gathered in one plant
that a robust phenotype
with null mutations was
found. Along these lines, my
laboratory recently obtained
mutant Arabidopsis plants
containing a triple knockout
mutant of the three known
cytokinin receptors, and thus,
for the first time we have clear
genetic evidence for the role
of cytokinin signaling in plant
growth and development.
Receptors for the other three
plant hormones, auxin,
gibberllic acid and abscisic
acid, remain unknown. A large
part of the team of dwarves working in my
lab (see photo left) are pursuing projects
devoted to understanding the molecular
mechanism underlying hormone action,
especially the receptors and other early
players located at the plasma membrane.
Do I have a life outside the Biotechnology
Center? The answer is yes. Believe it or
not, I have a wonderful wife and two
delightful and brilliant teenage daughters.
Being a dad has taught me humility and
pride, and the value of tranquilizers. Next
week I am taking the family to Amazona
in Peru, riding a boat up the Nanay
River tributary of the Amazon River. As a
postdoctoral associate, I cut my teeth on
bioenergetics studying the mechanism of
proton conduction in the P-type cation
pumps that include the plasma membrane
proton pump of plants and fungi, and
the sodium pump of animals. Although
the electric organ was once the darling of
protein chemists working on the sodium
pump, after the onset of molecular biology
and heterologous expression systems, for
protein work with the pump (or channels)
it was no longer necessary to find and
harvest the electric organ from these eels. I
have re-started a biochemical and genomic
study of electric eels, and on the boat will
be the world’s top five electric fish experts.
The evolution of electric fish in the
Amazon is a fine story of the passion and
wonder of nature. Every year, the Amazon

floods (20% of the world’s fresh water is
there) and the water goes above the trees,
covering the leaves and everything. The
fish down there evolved like our birds, in
that they live amongst the roots and tree
trunks and leaves, and eat the berries and
fruit, repopulating the undergrowth of
the river (forest) floor each year. When it
comes time to mate and produce offspring,
the fish have trouble finding their opposite
sex of the same species because the water
is very dark, their eyes are poor, and
unlike birds, they can’t ‘chirp’. Instead of
chirping, they evolved an electric organ
which creates waves of electric energy that
emanate through the water. Each species
has its own waveform (like the birdsongs)
that is used to tell the other fish of that
species, ‘here I am, let’s mate’. There are
hundreds of species of weak electric fish
and one species of strong electric fish,
called Electrophorus electricus. I consider
the strong voltage electric organ of this fish
to be one of the wonders of nature, and
an evolutionary ‘gift’ provided to help us
gain a deeper understanding of the basic
facts of bioenergetics, as well as providing
possible future applications such as new
ways of converting organic material into
electricity. In fact, we have finished one
experiment using two dimensional HPLC
coupled to tandem mass spectrometry to
sequence several thousand tryptic peptides
derived from electric organ membranes.
Remarkably, a majority of these proteins
show homology to proteins whose catalytic
activity is unknown, emphasizing how little
we actually understand about biological
energy transduction. In any case, it is a good
excuse to go someplace warm and sunny in
March, and if I get eaten by a crocodile,
this blurb will be a good memorium piece
instead of a new faculty highlight.
Anyway, I hope the above gives you a
window into the life of this older ‘new’
member of the Biochemistry Department.
My greatest love is scientific creativity. If
you share a love for the wonder of discovery,
and can handle a little chaos, I recommend
you check my lab out, and consider visiting
us for coffee and/or to share some of the
fun with our genomic toys.
Biochemistry News 2004
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Dear friends,

Julius Adler
Lab 457

I am continuing to do research on the behavior of fruit flies, with participation
by nine super undergraduates. We want mutants that can’t decide what to do
(or that make an abnormal decision) when presented with both attractant
and repellent under conditions where the parent can decide. So far we have
looked at 1,200 mutant candidates and we have found one or possibly two
like that. Then we will figure out what is wrong with the mutants to learn
the mechanism of decision making in flies and ultimately in people. The
goal is to learn how a sensory stimulus is finally treated to lead to a response.
If you are interested in working on this with me, or know someone who is,
let me know. I have two NIH grant applications in progress.
Observing nature in the wild continues to be my great interest and inspiration.
Hilde and I just took a wonderful trip to the jungles of Costa Rica!
It is my great pleasure to hear from you and to see you again. This week
Michael Goy was here to give a Zoology department seminar on “Are the
gut and the kidney on speaking terms? Evidence for an intestinal natriuretic
peptide,” and of course, I had a great time with him. Michael is in the
Department of Physiology at the University of North Carolina in Chapel
Hill.
My best regards,
Julius

Rick Amasino
Lab 207

One of the fun aspects of working on a component of development is
that one never knows which areas of biochemistry will be involved in the
component under study. This past year the work of Sibum Sung and Yuehui
He has led us into the field of chromatin modeling. In previous newsletters
we have discussed the FLC gene – a central regulator of flowering that is
regulated by several independent pathways. One of those pathways (the
vernalization pathway) is designed to measure the duration of cold during
a winter season and to ensure that flowering does not occur until spring.
Sibum has found that the vernalization pathway leads to a series of covalent
modifications to histones of FLC chromatin which creates a stable state of
gene repression. Because FLC is a flowering repressor, a stable state of FLC
repression permits flowering in the spring. It is intriguing that short periods
of cold (e.g. 2 weeks) does not affect FLC repression whereas exposure to a
long period of cold does result in repression. How does a plant distinguish
2 weeks of cold from 2 months of cold? We do not yet know, but the reason
evolution favored the ability to distinguish is clear: Plants that flower or
release their buds from dormancy in the spring must have a mechanism to
ensure that spring has actually arrived and that the plants are not “tricked”
into flowering after, for example, a cold spell in October followed by warm
November or December weather. Sibum’s work was recently published in
the journal Nature.
Biochemistry News 2004
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Another pathway that regulates FLC is involved
in sensing the developmental stage of the plant
(the autonomous pathway). Yuehui has recently
shown that this pathway also involves covalent
modification of histones in FLC chromatin.
Yuehui has gone on to show that distinct regions
of the FLC gene are responsible for recruiting the
distinct chromatin modeling complexes involved
in regulation by the autonomous and vernalization
pathways. Yuehui’s work was recently published
in the journal Science.
Mark Doyle continues to successfully pursue as
many projects as one would expect from an entire
lab. Mark defended his thesis this fall but will
stay with us for awhile to bring several of these
projects to publication. Mark’s work has revealed
some interesting connections among flowering
pathways that I will be writing about next time.

Alan Attie
Lab 563

A good deal of our productivity comes from a
wonderful group of undergraduates. Melissa
Keller and Kim Engstrom are our seniors.
Weibin and Huibin Zhang, who are twins from
Singapore, along with another student from
Singapore, Lewis Hong, are incredibly fast
learners. Tifani Home, Joel Basken and Jee Hye
Kim have also recently joined us and are off to a
great start.

This year Scott Michaels left for a faculty
position at Indiana University. Scott is a great
scientist and I am delighted that he accepted
the offer from my alma mater. Fritz Schomburg
has decided to pursue other interests and is not

This year three students joined the lab:
Christopher Turbeville from the University of
California Berkeley, Robert Schmitz from the
University of Arizona, and Jae-Young Yun from
Seoul National. Also Chris Schwartz has joined
us from the Salk Institute as a postdoc. In the
few months that they have been in the lab this
group is already opening new areas of flowering
research. I hope I can keep up with them!

This past year, Jake Mulligan graduated and is
now a post-doctoral fellow with Kurt Saupe in
the Physiology Department on campus. Paul
Bates moved on to a second post-doc position.
Don Gillian-Daniel has gone into full-time
teaching and educational reform activities.
We had three new graduate students join the
laboratory, Summer Raines, Dan Blasiole,
and Ian Lewis. Ian is working jointly in our lab
and John Markley’s lab; we’re making a diabetes
researcher out of John Markley!

Scott Cooper continues to teach molecular
biology at the University of Wisconsin-La
Crosse. Highlights this year include becoming
Full Professor, the graduation of his third
masters student, with three more in progress
and receiving renewal on his NIH grant. He
and his wife Amy still enjoy gardening, skiing,
dog sledding and triathlons. Alan visited UW-La
Crosse and enjoyed seeing Scott and two other
thriving UW alumni, Sandy Grunwald (Ludden
lab) and Jen Mizkowski (Kimble lab).

Two of our older alumni, David Ebert and
Patricia Uelmen Huey, have gone into teaching
positions. David is teaching at the elementary
school level in Melbourne, Australia and Pat is
teaching high school in Atlanta.
Scott Lowe remains at Cold Spring Harbor
Laboratory, where he functions as Deputy
Director of the CSHL Cancer Center. This year,
he was awarded the AACR-NFCR Professorship
for his work on p53 and apoptosis. His family
(wife, Mila, kids, James and Kira) are doing well
and enjoying the hectic pace of life on Long
Island. He encourages all current and former
Department of Biochemistry folks to visit him at
CSH. Scott visited Madison and gave a fabulous
seminar at McArdle.
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formally a member of the lab, but we will save a
bench for him in case he wants to stop by and do
an experiment now and then. Colleen Bizzell just
defended her thesis and will soon be moving on
to zebrafish.
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Alan also visited Columbia University where
Steve Sturley continues to do great work using
yeast as an “animal model” for human disease.
He is especially proud of his recent paper in the
Journal of Cell Biology.
Dawn Brasaemle won an Established
Investigator Award from the American Heart
Association. Alan saw her give a fantastic talk at
the recent Keystone Conference in Banff. She has
a bucketful of proteins that bind lipid droplets,
enough to keep her and her graduate students
(Alan’s “grandchildren”) busy for many years.
Sam Nadler is in his second year as a resident in
Medicine at University of Washington in Seattle.

Jonathan Stoehr is in his final year of the M.D.
part of his combined degree. His wife, Dani, had
a baby last year. They recently traveled in New
Zealand together.
Lin Wang is returning to China where she will
work in a biotech company in Beijing. Dan
Gretch visited Madison recently, with Darla

Robert Burris
Emeritus

Having retired some years ago, and with age 90
coming in April, I don’t have much to offer in
the way of new research observations or doctrine.
Katherine and I live comfortably in the Oakwood
retirement community on the west side of
Madison, and I usually take the bus into campus
3 days a week to read the scientific literature.
Oakwood Village provides many programs to
keep its retirees occupied and out of trouble, while

and his two boys, Brad and Bryce. Dan is now
Associate Professor at Montana State. He
bought a camper trailer and spends his summers
fishing and camping with his family. Kim
Dirlam Schatz was promoted to Associate
Professor at UW-Fox Valley where she teaches
chemistry and biochemistry. Sandy Schryer is in
Sweden where she does atherosclerosis research
at Phamacia.

Biochemistry moves forward on campus. We did
drive to Brookings, S. Dakota, and I talked in a
symposium primarily by speakers who in the past
have been Burris lectureship participants there at
S. Dakota State University. My science may have
been a bit dated.
Best wishes to all.

Current Lab News:

Mike Cox
Lab 337

In February 2004, four brave Cox lab members
took the polar plunge! The plunge is a fundraiser
for Special Olympics and the Cox lab raised over
$400.00! Lab members Julia Cox, Dennis Harris
and Michael Hobbs jumped into frozen Lake
Mendota sporting lab coats and safety goggles to
complete the look. Congratulations go out to our
brave plungers!
Past Lab News:
Mark Milutinovich, former Cox lab
undergraduate, has published a perspectives
article in Science in 2003. He’s now at Carnegie
Institute of Washington, Baltimore.
Lisa Iype and her husband, Varugis Kurien,
are now settled in a new home in Sammanish,
Washington. Lisa plans to begin a job search in
the Seattle area.
Xiao-hong “Brian” Qian sent a note saying his
life is busy with his company, GenePharm,
Inc. in Sunnyvale, California, and two
children (a son, 6 years young and a daughter,
7 months). He’s now employing six people at
GenePharm. He says he and his family plan
on visiting Madison, hopefully this summer.
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Comings:
As part of the Cox/Lanzov Fogarty International
collaboration, Irina Bakhlanova, a postdoc in the
Vladislov Lanzov lab in St. Petersburg, Russia,
worked in the lab for two months in 2003.
Goings:
Aimee Eggler is now a postdoc in the lab of
Andrew Mesecar at the University of Illinois,
Chicago.

Alberto Roca and his wife Nancy Aguilar were
married in Irvine, May 2003. Alberto and
Nancy have purchased their first home in Irvine,
California. Alberto finished his first postdoc
work at Rice University and has begun his second
postdoc at UC-Irvine in January 2004, as a UC
President’s Postdoctoral Fellow. Alberto says all
Cox alums are always welcome to visit him in
California. He said to check out the following
website for information on what’s happening in
his life http://www.ruf.rice.edu/~aroca/.
Babies:

Mara Robu received her Ph.D. in the spring
of 2003. Mara, Vali and Andrei moved to the
Twin Cities in the summer of 2003. She’s now
a postdoc in Steve Ekker’s lab at University of
Minnesota.

Paul Marrione and Tanya Arenson are now the
proud parents of Alexander Jacob, born 5/28/03,
8 lbs 6 oz.

Weddings:

Kevin Rice and Anna Sessler are now the proud
parents of Thomas Joseph, born 3/27/03, 7 lbs
12 oz.

Wendy Bedale and Duane Kaufman were married
in Madison this past summer. Wendy’s still at
Powderject Vaccines and is living in the country
in the Barneveld area.
Li-chun Huang and Sarita Jain visited the
lab while here to attend Wendy and Duane’s
wedding. Li-chun works at Bayer in Berkeley
and Sarita works at Renovis, Inc. in South San
Francisco, California.

Hector DeLuca
Lab 259, 265
& 275

Although I have been threatening to diminish
the size of the DeLuca laboratory, it somehow
seems to continue at about the same level as the
year before. I guess the reason is that carrying out
research and looking at new results will always
be one of the most stimulating things I have
ever done in my life. It is difficult to think of
retirement when one imagines during retirement
that you will be doing the things you have always
dreamed of doing. Since I have been fortunate
in doing what I love to do my entire life, there
seems to be little reason to push retirement. So
far, my health has been reasonable and thus I have
not had to face physical difficulties in executing
the job of being chairman and of running my
research lab.
So, here I am once again telling you about all
of the things that are going on in the Madison
vitamin D laboratory. Of course you all realize
that there is a second vitamin D laboratory in
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Erika Shor and Lev Borisov will be first-time
parents when this news is published. Their baby
is due April 2004.
Awards:
The Cox lab won 2nd place for the Ornament
Competition at the Biochemistry Department
2003 Holiday Party. The tradition continues…
Madison, namely that of J. Wesley Pike who we
were fortunate to attract to this department to
continue his work on steroid hormones including
vitamin D. We have had a lot of fun collaborating
with Wes and his wife, Rupa Shevde, in a
number of areas. Mostly, we have been studying
some of the interesting analogs that our chemists
have been able to produce, in particular, Rafal
Sicinski, Pawel Grzywacz, Sumithra Gowlugari,
and Padmaja Tadi. Primarily, the work of Rafal
Sicinski gave us 2-methylene and 2�-methylmodified forms of 19-nor-1,25-(OH)2D3 which
have proved to be extremely interesting. One of
them called 2MD appears to localize in bone
and to have selective activity on bone. With the
capable hands of Rupa Shevde, we were able to
show that 2MD selectively stimulates osteoblasts
to produce or make bone nodules in culture.
Furthermore, with Wes and his students we
have been looking into the molecular basis of
selectivity of this compound or for its extremely

high potency. It is both fun and stimulating to
have Wes and his group here and encourages
studies on both physiological and molecular basis
of vitamin D function. Sumithra Gowlugari and
again Rafal Sicinski were able to produce another
series of compounds that lack the ability to
raise serum calcium while retaining their ability
to suppress parathyroid hormone production
and secretion. These compounds have been
interesting not only because they present us with
an extraordinary difficult task of determining
why they are selective and how they work but
also because they provide us with important new
therapeutic tools.
Together with Margaret Clagett-Dame, I
have formed a company called Deltanoid
Pharmaceuticals, Inc. that seeks to develop raw
University inventions to a point where these
inventions will be taken on in the private sector
to produce final royalty-yielding products.
This has provided our laboratory with a special
exposure to drug development and the interface
with business.
In the meantime, we have continued to work
on autoimmune diseases especially focusing on
experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis
(Terry Meehan) and on diabetes (Ehren
Rudolph). Additionally, we have been able to
continue to work on the mechanisms whereby
the 1α-hydroxylase and the 24-hydroxylases
are regulated to produce desired levels of the
hormone, 1,25-(OH)2D3 (Claudia Zierold).
Last year we succeeded producing our first real
knock-out, namely the knock out of the 1�hydroxylase which renders the mice similar to
vitamin D-dependency rickets Type I (Janeen
Vanhooke and Jean Prahl). This has been an
extremely useful knock-out for other experiments
in the laboratory. Another area that continues to
interest the laboratory is the factors that regulate
the synthesis of the vitamin D receptor in the
internal target organs of vitamin D action, namely
kidney and parathyroid glands. Kevin Healy has
shown very beautifully that both calcium and
the hormonal form of vitamin D are required
to stimulate the production of the vitamin D
receptor mRNA and the receptor protein itself.
Of great importance this year is that Janeen
Vanhooke has been able to crystallize the ligand
binding domain of the rat vitamin D receptor
together with a large number of analogs that have

selective activity. I could go on and on with some
of the interesting findings being produced in
the laboratory by graduates, undergraduate and
postdocs. During the last year, we have seen Julia
Zella finish her Ph.D. work in December of last
year on the NOD mouse diabetic model. Laurie
Schubert received her Ph.D. in nutrition from my
group last summer with her thesis demonstrating
that the improvement in muscle strength by the
vitamin D hormone is by virtue of the changes in
mineral homeostasis rather than a direct action
of vitamin D itself on muscle. Jon Goldstein
also received his Ph.D. on his attempts to clone
the microsomal liver vitamin D-25-hydroxylase
and on his work in identification of endogenous
ligands for the retinoid X receptor working as a
homodimer. He was not successful in cloning
the 25-hydroxylase but was successful in finding
a number of fatty acids that serve as activation
ligands for the retinoid X receptor when it acts
as a homodimer on an appropriate promoter.
Terry Meehan did a very nice job producing
three papers on the dissection of the role of the
vitamin D hormone in blocking experimental
autoimmune encephalomyelitis. Terry is planning
to do a postdoctorate at the Scripps Institute at
the University of California in San Diego. Julia
has been hired by Deltanoid to work in the area of
drug development. Jon Goldstein has taken a job
with Abbott Laboratories. Shortly, Kevin Healy
will receive his PhD for his work on the regulation
of the vitamin D receptor in vivo and in vitro and
it is his intention to do a postdoctorate probably
in one of the selected laboratories in the North
Carolina triangle. During the year we have added
a number of new people in the laboratory. Two
new graduate students have joined our group and
they are Bryan Becklund, a biochemistry student,
who will be working on autoimmune diseases and
Gina Gialamis, a nutrition student, who will be
working on the role of vitamin D compounds in
the possible treatment of prostate cancer. In the
postdoc area, Shirin Akhter from the University
of Toronto has joined us to work on the molecular
events of vitamin D-induced intestinal calcium
absorption. We have been lucky to attract
additional postdocs and senior scientists, Grazia
Chiellini from the University of Pisa and Rafal
Barycki from the University of Warsaw, rounding
out our chemical group that produces many new
analogs of the vitamin D system. Although we
have had no Halloween parties lately, we do
have an annual Christmas party here in the new
Biochemistry News 2004
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Brian Fox
Lab 141

addition of Biochemistry which is always a lot
of fun. Parties also follow the completion of
the Ph.D. as you all remember together with a
champagne send-off. Many of you know that Pat
Mings still functions in running my office and
helping me in almost every way while Wendy
Hellwig keeps university bureaucracy straight
and keeps the laboratory in the blue financially.
Claudia Zierold remains as a senior research
scientist and runs our journal club seminars.
Jamie Mings is one of our star technicians working
with Claudia. Janeen Vanhooke is working on
crystallography of 3-dimensional structures of
the vitamin D receptor ligand binding domain
together with a large variety of analogs. Eric
Danielson assists Janeen in generating quantities
of the receptor by recombinant methods. Jeff
Larsen is our chief mouse breeder and genotypes
and maintains our colonies of transgenic mice.
Jean Prahl continues to be the "do everything
technician" from hormone binding to transgenic
mouse production. Galina Kutuzova is working
on the microarray examination of the functions
of vitamin D in the intestine and the osteoblast.
Katie Lois, (married this past year and now Katie
"Williams") is doing an excellent job studying
the role of vitamin D in regulation of intestinal
phosphate absorption. Jeni Scancella who also
was married during the last year is working on

the biogenesis of the endogenous ligand for the
aryl hydrocarbon receptor. Jason Song, a longterm postdoc, has isolated and identified the
endogenous ligands for the aryl hydrocarbon
receptor and continues to work on what it
means physiologically. Marie Wiater is studying
the mechanism of underlying the selectivity
and high potency of 2MD. One of the most
exciting and interesting aspects of our lab is drug
development under the direction of Lori Plum.
She carries the title of Head of Research and
Development of Deltanoid Pharmaceuticals and
Assistant Scientist at the UW. She directs Julia
Zella and a new postdoc, Moisé Rivera (trained
in Bill Mellon's lab) as well as three technicians,
Ellen Lake, Xiaohong Ma, and Aaron Hirsch.
They do everything imaginable and then some.
We have two drugs in Phase 2 trials and about
five in preclinical testing.

Hello from 141B Biochemistry Addition.

tuberculosis Rv1094 crystal structure. We think
Rv1094 is a long-chain acyl-ACP desaturase
involved in mycolic acid biosynthesis. The
protein was cloned, expressed, and purified
by Karen and crystallized and solved to 2.0-Å
resolution by Dave Dyer using data collected by
Ivan Rayment at Argonne National Laboratory.
As you may remember, Dave Dyer was a former
Ludden lab member who found our coffee pot
suitable, survived a stint as TEV boy, and has been
contributing nicely to our structural efforts ever
since. Karen has also identified the interaction
surface between castor desaturase and ferredoxin
by using crosslinking, mutagenesis, catalysis, and
mass spectral approaches. I hope she will finish
this manuscript and a couple of others before
she and Brandon are off to Amsterdam for an
international postdoctoral experience. Enrique
has been working with Ashok Marwah to finish
up characterizations of the transformations of
DHEA by adipocytes and to determine the
nature of a presumed covalent inactivation of

Currently our lab has Paul Blommel, Blake
Buchan, Brendan Burns, Yong Chang, Ronnie
Frederick, Holokere Geetha, Enrique Gomez,
Won Bae Jeon, Todd Kimball, John Kunert,
Karen Lyle, Thomas Malone, Luke Moe, Kory
Seder, Hassan Sreenath, Eric Steffan, Russell
Wrobel, Sandy Thao, Robert Tyler, and Kate
Zhao in daily contact. With the help of a frisky
stable of undergraduates, these folks run my
desaturase and toluene monooxygenase grants,
investigate a couple of new research areas, and
keep the crystallographers and spectroscopists
in the UW Center for Eukaryotic Structural
Genomics (CESG) supplied with new proteins
to work on. In the lines below, I will summarize
what we were up to in the last year.
Karen Lyle completed the PhD in December
2003. In the private part of her defense, the thesis
committee got a first view of the Mycobacterium
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I would like to greet all of you out there and
tell you thank you for your contributions to
the operation, function and reputation of this
laboratory. I remember each and every one of
you and how important you were to me and to
the lab.
Best regards,
Hector

SCD by sterculic acid. For an immunologist,
Enrique has sure learned a lot about enzymology,
cloning vectors, and mass spectroscopy over the
past few years, and this will serve him well in
the future. Yong Chang, a Biophysics Program
student, joined the lab in December and has
been cloning potential electron transfer proteins
from Mycobacterium with an eye on helping
to reconstitute this important catalytic system.
To start, Yong and Russell Wrobel proved the
importance of complimentarity between PCR
primers and genomic DNA, and then Yong
moved quickly forward to obtain expression of
several different ferredoxin-like proteins.
Last summer, Kevin Mitchell and Luke Moe
showed that the I100, G103, A107 stretch
of T4moH is a highly productive hotspot
for catalytic variation. Kevin left the lab in
mid-summer for postdoctoral work in San
Francisco. Luke has been finishing up work on
norcarane, 1,1-dimethylcyclopropane and 1,1diethylcyclopropane in collaboration with Jay
Groves and Rachel Austin. His latest efforts
have shown that the origin of the O-atom is
dramatically different when either a radicalor cation-rearranged product is formed. In
January, I made a presentation of this work to
the Gordon Research Conference on ProteinDerived Cofactors, Radicals, and Quinones. To
mention some other accomplishments of note
in the T4MO world last year, the T4moC NMR
structure was completed by the T4moC dogpile,
as Brian Volkman calls the author list! After
evaluating this structure, Luke quickly produced
a couple of mutations that removed surface Cys
residues. Surprise, one pass through the CESG
crystallization robot gave nice, brown blocky
crystals that Craig Bingman is now helping to
optimize. Allen Orville and George Lountos, at
Georgia Institute of Technology, solved the X-ray
structures of T4moD with the tail-off and with
the tail-on, and depositions and manuscripts are
imminent.
Thomas Malone, from the Molecular and
Environmental Toxicology Program, recently
passed his oral preliminary exam and is moving
forward with structural and proteomic analyses
of xenobiotic reductases and homologs. From the

initial cloning from Arabidopsis done last summer
by Thomas and undergraduate Stacey Madson,
crystal structures of 12-oxophytodienoate
reductase isoforms 1 and 3 quickly emerged from
the CESG pipeline thanks to the efforts of Ken
Johnson (not Kenny from the Enzyme Institute,
though). Fortuitously, the crystal structures of
XenA and XenB were completed down south
in the Orville lab in the same time period, so
Thomas now has lots of structural information to
correlate with functional differences determined
in the reactions with nitroglycerin, TNT,
metronidizole, and other compounds.
Paul Blommel, from the Biophysics Program,
completed an internship at Panvera/Invitrogen
last summer and has been working on new
ways to efficiently detect and quantify protease
cleavage reactions. He created a series of fusion
vectors that give target-independent fluorescence
polarization assays for proteolysis with every
protease we have tested so far. Paul is beginning
to think about other biological contexts to work
polarization on and the preliminary examination
hurdle is beginning to appear on the horizon.
Somehow, Edwin Moses comes to mind.
The UW Center for Eukaryotic Structural
Genomics spent this last year executing and
refining the pipeline. A simple statement, yet
it reflects a complex interdependent reality. A
great deal of credit goes to my lab members,
who are the solid base from which structures are
starting to emerge. Russell Wrobel, Kate Zhao,
Sandy Thao, Todd Kimball and Eric Steffan have
gotten PCR amplication, recombination, and
transformation down to a clearly reproducible
science. One thing they have found, don’t put
your trust in an annotated genome, but instead
sequence verify everything. Verified clone vectors
move on to Ronnie Frederick and John Kunert,
who developed and execute a high-throughput,
small volume format test for recombinant
protein expression. Their efforts give a simple,
elegant, robust decision (yes, no) on the matter
of expression, and if yes, Hassan Sreenath, Kory
Seder, Holokere Geetha, Blake Buchan, and
Brendan Burns grow the E. coli cells in 2 liter pop
bottles, minus the pop, of course. As evidence of
our ever improving standards, we now routinely
Biochemistry News 2004
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obtain greater than 15 g of recombinant cell
paste from a single growths of about 24 different
gene products per week! Robert Tyler, Blake
Buchan, Craig Bingman and Sreenath have also
made important efforts to focus our cell growth
process onto a convergent set of protocols for
the production of unlabeled, 15N, 13C, and
SeMet-labeled proteins. The verified E. coli
cells move to the Protein Production Facility
in 218 Old Biochemistry, where Frank Vojtik
leads a purification group composed of talented
young scientists (including several that you
trained in Biochemistry 651 over the past few
years). They use automated chromatographic
methods to purify from 12 to 18 proteins a
week to homogeneity, often with yields of 100
mg or more after removal of the fusion tag by
proteolysis. When certain proteins misbehave,
as we know they always do, Won Bae Jeon does
the purification rescue, which has saved us many
an important target. For an up-to-date view of
what is going on with structural genomics, look
at http://www.uwstructuralgenomics.org/ when
you have some spare time.
The most notable social events of our year were
clustered in spring, with a housewarming, a few
barbeques, and some other parties scattered
through the summer and fall. The lab group
party at my house in May was punctuated by
a hasty dash to the cars for a drive home into
a massive thunder cell that threatened most of
Dane County with rain, hail, lightning, and
high winds. Two weeks later, Karen Nielsen
and I were off to Pittsburgh for a birthday
symposium and fireworks display in honor

Perry Frey
Lab 546B
Enzyme Institute
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The Frey lab has had an event-filled year. The
Steenbock Symposium was the major event
of the Summer. The Frey alums in attendance
from around the country renewed and updated
friendships and made new friends. All told,
registration was 185, with additional faces
from the local community appearing at several
sessions. The event was supported by the
Steenbock endowment, and very generous
support was received from industrial sponsors.
This was a memorable event, and Perry is very
grateful to George Reed, Brian Fox, and John
Richard for conceiving and organizing the
symposium. Susan Wang from the University of
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of Eckard Münck. Then, the 29th Steenbock
Symposium was held in Madison from May 28th
until June 1st, entitled “Coenzymes, Cofactors,
and Catalysis.” As promised, the meeting was a
great opportunity to hear outstanding scientific
presentations and to visit with old friends. I’m
pretty sure that Luke Moe, John Broadwater,
Mark Harpel, John Lipscomb and Jay Groves
solved most of the world’s problems one night
at my house, unfortunately, I forgot to write
down their answers. To top off the Steenbock
Symposium, the conference banquet included a
most entertaining recapitulation of some of the
lesser-known highlights of Perry Frey’s career.
I must say it was a great honor and pleasure to
organize this meeting with George Reed.
Here is the listing of our alumni locations: Brian
Hoffman (Abbott Labs, Chicago, IL); Eric
Eberhardt (Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, NY);
Jeremie Pikus (Seattle, WA); John Broadwater
(Boehringer-Ingleheim, Groton, CT); Joe Studts
(Boehringer-Ingleheim, Groton, CT); Jeff Haas
(Monsanto/Calgene, Davis, CA); Amanda Barry
(Oregon Health Sciences Center, Beaverton,
OR); Cory Rogge (UT Medical School, Houston,
TX); and Kevin Mitchell (UCSF Immunology,
San Francisco, CA). Our NSF grant was funded
in September for another 5-year cycle, and our
NIH grant was funded in December for another
4-year cycle. So, I feel quite fortunate and again
thank you for your efforts over these years.
My best wishes for your continued happiness and
success in the coming year. Send a card or letter
sometime so that I can keep track of you all.
Texas joined the group as a postdoc just in time
to attend the Steenbock Symposium, and she
is now deeply immersed in engineering lysine
2,3-aminomutase. Susan, Margaret Spivey, and
Frank Ruzicka are working hard on this project.
Kuo Tang completed his Ph.D. degree at the
end of last year and stayed on as a postdoc until
the end of the Steenbock Symposium. He then
departed for Stanford, where he is a postdoc in
the laboratory of Dan Herschlag. Glen Hinckley
and Phil Schwartz have made good progress with
their research and are expecting to complete the
requirements for their Ph.D. degrees this year.
They are making postdoctoral plans for next

Henry Lardy
Lab 303
Enzyme Institute

year. Dawei Chen is in the midst of a highly
productive collaboration with Charles Walsby in
the lab of Brian Hoffman at Northwestern. We are
looking forward to more great things from that
work. Elham Behshad is keeping very busy on
three projects involving adenosylcobalamin- and
adenosylmethionine-dependent aminomutases.
Ab Arabshahi and Kaisheng Huang have
completed work on a series of research papers
on human Fhit and are moving on to deeper
studies. Alejandro Yevenes from the University of
Santiago will join the group this coming summer
as a postdoc. Alejandro was a visiting graduate
student from Chile in our laboratory for several
months the year before last. This year, he is
completing his Ph.D. degree and will return to
Madison for his postdoctoral work. Perry and
Adrian Hegeman, a Frey alum from two years

ago, are collaborating on writing a new book
about Enzymatic Reaction Mechanisms. This is a
project that has been on the table for a few years.
Perry and Adrian have been working intently for
the past eighteen months and believe that they are
seventy percent of the way to completion. They
expect to finish writing by this coming Summer
and will look forward to seeing it in print. The
book will include some unique features and will
be as up to date as possible. Perry and Adrian
notice that each chapter is out of date by the time
it is written. They are taking the position that it
will be better to have a book that is slightly out of
date than none at all. We are having a great time
in the lab and with our other activities. We had
ten birthday parties in the lab this past year, and
we are expecting at least ten more this coming
year.

THE LARDY LAB still is staffed by Dr. Padma
Marwah, Dr. Ashok Marwah and occasionally by
Nancy Kneer. A few years ago, in collaboration
with C. Chang and H. Yamamoto at the
University of Rochester, we discovered a new
androgen (Adiol) which is produced in the
adrenal glands and whose action is not blocked
by the drugs currently used to treat prostate
cancer (CaP). It is very likely the lethal agent
for terminal CaP.

Other Good News: We supplied some of our
steroids to Drs. Suzuki and Svendsen at the
Waisman Lab and they found one that enhances
embryonic stem cell growth and neuron
formation! (PNAS)

Good News: Padma synthesized a steroid (ADEK)
that blocks the androgenic activity of Adiol, of
testosterone, and of dihydrotestosterone.
Bad News: We cannot find a company with
enough financial reserves to fund clinical trials to
test ADEK for efficacy in CaP patients.
New Ph.D. degrees
Congratulations to Heike Blad!

John Markley
Lab 171
NMRFAM

Lab news
Milestones in our studies of iron-sulfur proteins
include a paper in press in JACS describing
Tim Machonkin’s assignments of most of the
hyperfine NMR signals from human ferredoxin.
I-Jin Lin continues her meticulous NMR studies
of rubredoxin mutants. She has sent some of
these to ChulHee Kang (our collaborator at
Washington State University), who has solved
their X-ray structures (manuscript in preparation).
Our collaboration with Brian Fox, Lars Skjeldal,
Brian Volkman, and others has resulted in an

If any of you can use steroids in your research we
can supply about 100 different ones.
We appreciate all those good letters that arrived
during the holidays. But we were sorry to have
many of our holiday letters return marked “address
unknown”. I hope that reflects retirement and a
move to better climates rather than more serious
events. There was perfect x-country skiing for
about three weeks this winter--a real treat for me
after hobbling through last winter on crutches.
Best wishes, Henry
NMR structure for the Rieske-type ferredoxin
(T4moC) from the toluene monooxygenase
system (manuscript in preparation).
Fariba Assadi-Porter, Göran Hellekant, and
I have been successful in getting an NIH grant
funded on sweet taste.
NMRFAM
The biggest news at NMRFAM was the delivery
and installation of a cryogenic probe on the
Varian 800 MHz spectrometer and the arrival
of the long-awaited Varian 900 MHz NMR
spectrometer. This brings the total of cryogenic
probes at NMRFAM to five (Bruker 500,
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Bruker 600, 2 Varian 600, and Varian 800).
The 900 MHz system was delivered in July, but
only became operational in January. It has been
opened up to external users with the March 2004
schedule. The NMRFAM grant is up for renewal,
with a site visit anticipated in early summer.
CESG
We are delighted by the hiring of many new
key people into the Center for Eukaryotic
Structural Genomics. The new CESG web
site http://uwstructuralgenomics.org gives the
details. The major bottleneck at CESG (protein
production and labeling) now appears to be
largely surmounted as the result of developing
parallel teams carrying out E. coli cellular and
wheat-germ cell-free protein production and
purification. CESG has taken delivery of a
robotic system for cell-free expression testing
developed by Prof. Yaeta Endo and CellFree
Sciences, a start-up company in Japan. It is the
first machine of its kind in the US (and only the
second worldwide). Min Lee (formerly of Triad
Pharmaceuticals) recently joined the NMR team
as its leader. Structures, both X-ray and NMR,
are starting to flow from the end of the pipeline.
BMRB
Eldon Ulrich and his crew at BioMagResBank have
released ADIT-NMR, a new deposition system
created in collaboration with the Protein Data
Bank. BMRB continues to work with structural
genomics groups the use NMR spectroscopy to
improve the efficiency of data depositions and the
scope of collected information about structures.
Jurgen Doreleijers has spearheaded efforts
to catalog structural restraints associated with
protein NMR structures in a way that permits
recalculation of structures. In collaboration with
groups in the UK and the Netherlands, he has
succeeded in recalculating and refining structures
of over 500 proteins. The BMRB grant also is up
for renewal.
Sesame
The Sesame software project led by Zsolt Zolnai
continues to grow and develop. Zsolt and Craig
Newman will be attending the annual retreat for
the Center for Structural Genomics of Pathogenic
Protozoa in Seattle, which has adopted Sesame
for its informatics needs, and is being used at
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the Molecular Interactions Facility at the UWMadison Biotechnology Center.
Comings
Three new graduate students have joined the
Markley lab, Anna Fuzery (Biochemistry) and
Christopher Oldfield (Biophysics), and Ian
Lewis (Biochemistry, joint with Alan Attie).
New postdocs in the lab are Hee-Chul Ahn
(from Seoul National University, Korea) and
John Newman (from the University of Maryland
Baltimore County). Qiu Cui will join the group
next month (Ph.D. from the Chinese Academy of
Sciences, Beijing, where he worked with Jinfeng
Wang).
Goings
Tim Machonkin accepted a position in the
Biochemistry Department at the University of
Rochester as an Assistant Professor. He appears
to be settling in there. Mike Birkeland chose to
leave life as a graduate student for an industrial
position. Our first-floor secretary, Emilie Keen,
moved up to a position in the Biochemistry
Office.
Visitors
Young Kee Chae, who is an Assistant Professor
at Sejong University in Seoul, Korea, came back
for two short visits to work on the CESG project.
His work led to a paper in press in the Journal of
Protein Expression and Production. Flemming
Hansen from the University of Copenhagen just
arrived and will be staying until the end of July.
New babies
Congratulations to Jianhua Zhang and Peicheng
Jing on the birth of Daniel C. Jing (02/14/03),
Jing Li and Jikui Song on the birth of Gary Song
(03/15/03), I-Jin Lin on the birth of Zoe Lin
(06/25/03), Craig Newman and Carrie LoushinNewman on the birth of Calvin Newman
(08/08/03) and Qin (Kate) Zhao and John Cao
on the birth of William Cao (02/22/04).
Keep in touch with the Markley lab
We remind you that the lab web site http://www.
nmrfam.wisc.edu/markley/ has a page for alums.
If you are not represented or wish to update
your listing, please send email to John or Craig
Newman.

James Ntambi
Lab 407

Greetings from the Ntambi lab! We hope
you experienced a year as exciting as our lab
experienced this year. We have become quite an
international lab, representing at least 5 different
countries. Couple of us had the pleasure to take
a short break from research and flew overseas
to home. Agnieszka Dobrzyn and her husband
Pawel, Makoto Miyazaki and his wife, and
Harini Sampath, all went home to relax and to
spend some quality times with friends and family
members. Despite the appeal of staying home
longer and enjoying a fun, relaxed vacation,
everyone has returned and is now eager for
another journey back into the realm of stearoylCoA desaturase and learning as much as we can
about this enzyme.
Uganda: This year has been another rewarding
moment for Dr. Ntambi. Despite his busy
schedule with teaching classes and attending
conferences, he managed to receive two
prestigious awards for his excellence in research
and professorship. He is honored to be chosen
as the winner of the Osborne Mendel Award
for 2004 in Basic Sciences, presented by the
American Society for Nutritional Sciences. He
has also been appointed as Katherine Berns
Van Donk Steenbock Professor of Nutrition at
UW-Madison, demonstrating the respect held
by his colleagues. As an outreach activity, he is
involved with CALS’s study abroad program. For
the past few years, he has taken a group of UWundergraduate students and faculties on a threeweek field study in Uganda to provide them with

opportunities to examine issues of health and
nutrition in a developing country. Once again
this winter, Dr. Ntambi has provided a valuable
and unforgettable experience for a group of
students and faculties.
Japan: With many projects at hand, research
scientist Makoto Miyazaki is currently focusing
on the study of leptin and insulin signaling in
the mouse. Aside from his research, he is also
busy managing the different strains of mice in
our lab and has become quite an expert in mouse
handling. Despite his busy schedule, Makoto still
tries to find time with his wife to go skiing and
snowboarding in the winter.
Poland: Agnieszka Dobrzyn (postdoc) is
continuing her work with sphingomyelin
signaling in the heart and muscle of mice. She
has also received a post-doctoral fellowship from
the American Heart Association to study steatosis
and lipoapoptosis in the heart. Because of this
new project, she will be staying in Madison for
another few years so she and her husband are
currently looking at investing in a car.
China (Macau): The lab’s most senior graduate
student Weng Chi Man is finishing up her research
in the localization and topology studies of the
SCD1 protein. She is happy to have made progress
in her research and is hoping to be able to defend
her thesis in the near future. Outside of lab, she is
having fun attending the fitness classes offered at
the Nat and SERF to relieve some of her stress.
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India: Second year Nutritional Sciences graduate
student Harini Sampath is currently starting to
look at various aspects of cardiac metabolism
in wild-type and SCD1 knockout mice. She is
also working with Makoto on investigating the
signaling pathways induced by leptin. With a
heavier class load as compared to a Biochemistry
student, she is looking forward to finishing all
her required classes and focus on her research.
China (Hong Kong): Also a second year
graduate student, Kiki Chu is studying the role
of SCD1 in lipid metabolism and its effect on
hypertriglyceridemia and liver steatosis. She
is also continuing her study on the regulatory
mechanisms of certain nuclear receptors on SCD
genes in tissue culture cell lines. Aside from her
research, she is also preparing for her preliminary
exam in April from which she is beginning to
feel the anxiety she and her fellow classmates are
experiencing.

Ron Raines
Lab 371
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farewell to two postdocs who had recently parted
to further pursue their studies. Shaikh Mizanoor
Rahman (India), who had been studying the
insulin-signaling pathway of the SCD1 knockout
mice, took another post-doctoral position at
University of Colorado-Denver to learn more
about the insulin-signaling pathway in mammals.
Seong-ho Lee (Korea), who had been studying
the role of SCD1 in thermogenesis, also took
another post-doctoral position at University of
Tennessee-Knoxville, focusing in cancer research.
We wish the two the best of luck!

This year we have two new undergraduate
students, Willy Soesanto (Indonesia) and Eric
Monroe (United States), who are interested
in the sciences and have joined our lab to gain
some research experience. Willy is currently
studying the regulatory mechanisms of one of
the SCD isoforms under Kiki’s guidance. Eric
is working under Agnieszka, looking at the
expression level and activity of leptin receptor
in the hypothalamus. We hope these ambitious
undergraduates will greatly contribute to our
work with and further understanding of SCD.

Last but not least, our lab has also welcomed
several visiting scholars who have stayed for a
short period that has allowed us to broaden our
research field. Dr. Moshe Levi, Dr. Jinping Li,
and Dr. Zhuowei Wang from the University of
Colorado Health Sciences Center visited our lab
for about a week to learn a technical procedure
from us and to discuss a future collaboration with
their lab, allowing us to expand our research in
SCD into the field of diabetes. We also had Dr.
Florence Muranga from the Department of Food
Science and Technology at Makerere University
in Kampala, Uganda. Her two-month sabbatical
involved feeding mice with differently processed
banana starch and looking at some physiological
changes, e.g. weight gain/loss. She is planning to
use these banana starches for developing food for
malnutritioned children in Africa. Her visit has
given us a fresh perspective on nutrition since
we mainly deal with obesity and overnutrition in
our studies.

However, there are those who have greatly
contributed to the work of SCD that we must
thank. We would like to express our gratitude and

Finally, it is time for us to bid farewell and we will be
looking forward to another great year of progress.
We wish yours to be an exciting year as well!

The Raines
group continues to thrive at
the interface
between chemistry and biology. Please look
for an update in
the Spring 2005
newsletter.
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Greetings from the Record lab to former students
and labmates.

Tom Record
Lab 4424

Bill Reznikoff
Lab 319

We continue to explore protein-DNA interactions
in our labs on the fourth floor of Biochemistry.
Two of our biochemistry graduate students
successfully defended their doctorates and are
now on to new adventures. Dan Felitsky is now
a postdoc in Peter Wright’s lab at Scripps; Marni
Raffaelle has joined Aseem Ansari’s team here in
Biochemistry. Travels to meetings took various
of us to Spain, Vermont, and Rhode Island.
Our biggest news is that Sheila Aiello retired in
early 2004 and headed south to live in Florida
Greetings from the Rez-Lab! Almost all of the
folks from last year are here to greet you if you
care to visit (Chris Adams, Jennifer Apodaca,
Igor Goryshin, Rich Gradman, Deb Hug, Carol
Pfeffer, Mindy Steiniger-White, Rachel Sterling
and Kelly Winterberg). Brandon Ason will be
leaving for a Post Doc with Ron Plasterk this
summer, and next fall a new Post Doc (Agata
Czyz) will be joining us from Gdansk, Poland.
The work in the lab is progressing along two
fronts, further investigation into the molecular
basis of Tn5 transposition and using Tn5 as a
genomics tool. Both of the groups are making
great progress and are keeping me busy with new
thoughts and initiatives.
There are two really big happenings this year that
involve the lab. First of all, Bill finally decided to
take a sabbatical. For most of this spring and part
of the summer, I am spending time at the Bay Paul
Center for Comparative Molecular Biology and
Evolution, Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods
Hole, Massachusetts. My goal is to educate myself
in rudimentary bioinformatics and then use the
tool to study Tn5. So far I have been focusing
on the transposase. To make a bad pun, it has

Roland Rueckert
Lab 821A
Bock

It’s been a while since you’ve heard from me so
I’m including a little history here. First Ruth and I
still live in the same Madison house we bought in
1966 on West Lawn Ave near Edgewood College.
We both enjoy good health and the rich life of
Madison and both Campuses. About half of my
time is spent in Rhinelander, where I was raised,
and where we own about 300 acres of woodland,
most coniferous because the glacial till provides
soil too poor to support healthy hardwood forest.
Ruth is now talking about “selling the house”

permanently. This pivotal event for the lab
provided us with a great opportunity to get back
in touch with one another and send Sheila off in
style. Many former members of the lab sent best
wishes, anecdotes, and pictures for our goodbye
book and contributed toward a new computer to
take up residence with Sheila in Sarasota. Times
like this prompt us to keep up our ties to one
another, despite the hectic pace of everyone’s life.
In that spirit, please update us when you move or
change email addresses!
All the best, Tom
been a Blast. I have found 13 different relatives
(no very close matches) from various way out
bacteria. I hope that their sequence similarities
and differences will illuminate important regions
of the transposase for further study. Of course
it has taken me about a month and a half to do
what an informed person could have done in less
than a week. But it has been great fun and I
think that I have found some really interesting
conserved homologies.
The second big happening is this year’s Steenbock
Symposium (www.biochem.wisc.edu/steenbock/
symposium30). It is being organized by me,
Tricia Kiley, Paul Lambert, and Yu Xian-Ming.
Our goal is to bring together former members of
the lab as well as various collaborators and friends
for three days to discuss their science, to renew
old friendships, and make new friendships. It is
very gratifying to see how many of my former
colleagues have gone on to make so many neat
contributions.
We hope to see you at the Steenbock Symposium
in May. If you cannot make it, feel free to stop
by at any time.
in Madison but moving to Rhinelander doesn’t
seem to be in the cards. As far as I can tell she
knows what she doesn’t want (mosquitoes, ticks
and their attendant diseases) but seems foggy on
what she does want. She gets testy when I press
her so I just do what I do, and wait for her vision
to materialize. And there is some personal growth
for me. I’m learning to cook when I’m on my
own in Rhinelander and enjoy fixing things to
my taste. Ruth doesn’t allow me cook for her so
I’m always “on vacation” in Madison.
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After retiring in 1996 I spent quite a lot of time
with my father in Rhinelander. He taught me
most of what I know about forest management.
He was 92 at the time, still active. In fact he
bought himself a new chain saw the previous year.
He lived in a modest two-bedroom house with a
deck surrounding the house on three sides and
protected under a big wing-like roof. It is situated
in the midst of a red pine plantation planted in
the fifties on top of a hill overlooking a spruce
tamarack forest on the east. During my visits he
enjoyed being taken for drives when he would
recount in detail the names of families who, long
ago, lived on this farm and that, on whose farm
he butchered a steer when he was a young man
(he operated a family meat market and grocery
store) and what became of their children.

In early January of 2001 he contracted pneumonia
and recovered but was thereafter tethered to an
oxygen supply which he accepted with grace.
But a second bout of pneumonia in early 2002
landed him in a nursing home and a wheel
chair. The nursing home is beautifully situated
at the confluence of the Pelican and Wisconsin
Rivers of which he had a view. He introduced
me to every fourth person in the place, many
acquaintances from his grocery business. We
continued our automobile drives though it was
sometimes clumsy getting him in and out of the
wheelchair, negotiating oxygen lines and properly
securing the liquid oxygen bottle so it couldn’t
tip over. During the summer the oldsters looked
forward to group river trips on a pontoon boat
belonging to the nursing home. One cloudless
humid July day, on such a trip, he complained of
feeling poorly. Thereafter his health deteriorated
precipitously. He died on 17 August at age
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97. We rested his ashes beside my mother’s at
Northland Cemetery, a beautiful quiet place he
selected years ago.
I bought my father’s house in May of this year
and spent a good deal of the year repairing and
remodeling – new floor, ceramic by the fireplace,
dimmed ceiling lights, a screened in porch, new
deck, steel roofing and fireproof siding. In the
evening I read or watch television to the crackle
of the fireplace. Now Ruth and I own two houses
– one in Madison, which Ruth loves, and my
dad’s place, which I prefer. For the time being I
drive back and forth, one week in Madison; the
next, in Rhinelander. Jean Woods, who rents an
efficiency apartment downstairs, looks after the
place conscientiously in my absence.
I usually work alone in the woods, thus
violating the first rule of chain saw safety. In
this competitive world it’s hard to find a regular
partner. So I concentrate on the other safety rules.
To this end I’ve taken three classes in chain saw
safety and techniques under sponsorship of the
Wisconsin Woodland Owner’s Association. Each
class lasts eight hours and is conducted on Clyde
Samsel’s woodlands east of Hancock. These classes
are attended mainly by professional loggers,
telephone linemen, and arborists. My third last
class included a University chain saw champion.
I wasn’t aware such competitions even existed!
Did I mention this champ was a she and that she
scored at the top of our class of ten? I scored third
and won a pair of orange Husqvarna suspenders.
Wanda, still living in Cleveland, visited us over
Thanksgiving holiday with our only grandchild,
Jessica age 6 this March. She is lively, enthusiastic,
proud of being in Kindergarten and of being a
pretty good reader already. I enjoyed showing
Jessie her heritage with walks in the woods. At
first she wasn’t too keen about it – what with
wolves and bears and cold and all. But we had
mittens, boots and warm clothing. I managed to
get her started with rides in a wheelbarrow. It was
too high to climb into but we quickly discovered
that when I tilted it forward she could just sit
on the end, lean backwards, flop in on her back
and watch the scenery go by under the gentle
bumping and soft murmur of the wheel. After
about a half mile of this grandpa gradually tired
and had to return to the garage. A few barrowtrips later she discovered it was fun being “the

leader,” running ahead, disappearing around the
bend, and then peeking back to make sure I was
following. After that, much to grandpa’s relief,
she forgot about the wheelbarrow. To keep the
memories pleasant, the walks were prudently
short with visits to “secret places”. Our land
extends over a mile north to the Pelican River so
we were able to explore only a tiny fraction of our
woodland kingdom. I’m thinking next year I’ll
have some kind of small vehicle like a golf cart
for a more proper inspection.
You’re probably wondering about my scientific
career. I share an office with Paul Kaesberg in
the southeast corner of the eighth floor. Paul
and I share lunch, politics and health issues
on occasion. Rebecca Montgomery, a herpes
virologist from Pat Spear’s lab in Chicago, now
occupies our lab on fifth floor. I walk to my
campus office about once a week to take care of
minor chores and write the occasional reference
letter. Just finished the process for Duane Price,

Marv Wickens
Lab 307

a former postdoc who pioneered propagation of
Flock House virus in yeast cells. He took a job as
a Scientific Administrator at the NIH in January
this year. Anne Mosser and Wai-Ming Lee are
both now working with Dr. William Busse, a
prominent asthma researcher at UW-Madison
Medical School.
I attend the Annual Meetings of the ASV when
they are held in Madison but not those held out
of town. I read ASM News, Emerging Diseases,
the New York Times, and the occasional paper
sent by former colleagues but otherwise don’t
keep up on Virology. Not for lack of interest but
because my other retirement activities keep me
pretty busy - and tired at the end of the day!
Want to see my woodlands? Give me a ring or
send me an email (rrruecke@facstaff.wisc.edu).
I have a guest room in Rhinelander with twin
beds, fresh clean sheets and relaxing view just
waiting for you.

Birches, bloodroots and trilliums — each
one unique, contribute to the excitement and
animation of a walk in the early spring woods. So
it is with the Wickens lab. It may not be entirely
clear who is a wildflower and who a birch,
boulder, or compost. But the woods in spring are
wonderful place, full of surprises. Come with me
along the path through the well-oiled gate next
to my office.

he has embarked on a venture in bioinformatics,
analyzing and dissecting 3’UTRs, at the same time
seeing how far this network of control may extend.
PERL never knew one so dedicated to extracting
useful information from those now blooming
deserts of mRNAs. An anonymous labmate,
noting his lab work with yeast, comments: “He
does better with yeast fermentation products at
local establishments.”

Even as you first enter the woods, you cannot
miss the groaning and contorted form of Daniel
Seay. His misguided, self-inflicted pains — each
one seemingly more life-threatening than the
last — have driven me to consider calling his
parents, therapist or an ambulance. The latest
among many routes to physical demise has been
Judo, accompanied inevitably by spinal injury.
This follows close on the heels of leg injuries, and
the arterial abuse of brats and bacon. Yet Daniel
makes good progress in the lab moving yeast
PUF proteins forward, and identifying who they
control. What evil lurks in the minds of graduate
students? And who am I to seek their well-being,
when their own judgment lures then down a
muddy lane of decomposition?

Aaron Goldstrohm has purified regulatory
proteins from yeast, kicking and screaming — the
proteins, that is. Well, even Aaron occasionally.
The proteins do not go gentle into that good
mass spec, but they will go nonetheless. Aaron
also has focused on how these proteins repress
mRNA activity. A web of controls lurk, among
them a possible autoregulatory circuit in which
the behavior of one powerful gene is kept in
check to prevent lethality. Daniel should note
this circuit and take heed.

Craig Stumpf too works on proteins that regulate
mRNAs in eukaryotic cells. He has concentrated
on a protein that binds to and presumably
regulates many mitochondrial mRNAs. Of late,

Brad Hook has concentrated over the last year
on biochemical analysis of mRNA regulatory
proteins, having worked hard to obtain them in
pure form. He and Yiqui Seow, a new undergrad,
continue to pursue these key players. Most
recently, Brad has begun a yeast three and a half
hybrid analysis of these proteins, and embarked
on his own personal two-hybrid assay — his
upcoming marriage to Christina. May his reporter
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genes always be active in her presence; there will
be no autoactivation.
Dave Bernstein, now enamored of a career in
Washington, is working on writing his thesis. At
its core is an effort to understand how a particular
family of proteins recognize their mRNA targets,
and many a yeast three-hybrid assay. Screens and
selection, directed tests and gel shifts. Some with
the aid of Mia Defino, an undergrad. (What are
those positives anyway?) Liaoteng wonders if
Dave’s fanaticism as a hockey goalie sharpened
his perception of small targets. In the net or not,
Dave’s analytical skills will be useful in DC. What
is really inside the beltway is a simple plate-based
selection for productive ideas. Plate the senators
and congressmen on high 3AT and see if any ideas
grow under those highly selective conditions.
Almost all colonies will disappear in secondary
screens. So much politics is autoactivation.
Laura Opperman designs her proteins. Godlike, she hopes to manipulate their sequence
specificity to their own ends. Forgive her, for she
knows exactly what she does. The manipulability
appears to be remarkable. Like Legos, the proteins
she is concentrating on appear to bind in a simple
modular mode to RNA bases, one protein helix
per base. Of course, it is not quite so simple.
Selections and design should reveal what it really
takes, and how simple the “rules” actually are. At
the same time, Laura, more than anyone else, has
mastered the art of standing at the door to Marv’s
office so quietly as to be imperceptible. Marv
works focused on his computer screen, unaware
of her presence, and then she startles the bejezus
out of him. I like to think of Marv as a deer being
startled by Laura, strolling through the woods;
but then perhaps the image of Marv taking off in
high graceful leaps through the forest is not the
one that naturally comes to most minds.
Jae Eun Kwak has tethered her heart out, along
with many candidate regulatory proteins. In
so doing, she and Liaoteng Wang (now in law
school) discovered a new family of poly(A)
polymerases and some mysterious enzymatic
activities still under investigation. This work has
recently been published, and has spawned the
efforts of several others in the lab. She searches
for new phenotypes. Doesn’t yeast care that this
is her thesis? Won’t they just die without this
protein, or at least develop a sniffle? On the side,
Jae Eun also got married, and managed to attend
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the South Korea/US World Cup match in Korea,
which left Labib crazily jealous. Laura points out
that though Jae Eun appeased him with an official
t-shirt, Labib may never have regained his sanity.
Others seem to concur with that diagnosis.
Natascha Buter and Tania Gonzalez are working
on mammalian homologs of the novel poly(A)
adding enzymes. This work brings the lab to
mammalian cells, and adds to the efforts in
worms, yeast and frogs, which continue. Natascha
and Tania hope to figure out what these enzymes
do to mRNAs, and how. Natascha also hopes to
figure out how Kip and Finn, her very young
twins, can be regulated. She knows who they act
on, bind to, and control: Her. Tania comes to
the lab from Peter Walter’s after a time teaching,
and urges everyone to mate and sporulate. They
resist, surprisingly. Someday, when the lights
are low and the scotch is on the rocks, ask me
about such issues in my own graduate school
experience. Now that was a lab with some serious
schmooing and alpha factor.
Labib Rouhana is studying polyadenylation in
frog oocytes and embryos. Jae Eun has taught
Labib how to inject oocytes. In this tutelage lies a
confluence of disparate styles — the birches meet
the oaks. So far, the woods have survived and even
flourished. There is a little fungal growth on the
bark here and there, but what is most remarkable
is that the ecosystem thrives. An anonymous
labmate suggests that the Feminist Coalition is
looking for volunteers, and that Labib is needed.
Brook Simon has taken on the most deviant of
PUF proteins, one which does bind RNA but
in other respects is a rebel with causes yet to be
revealed. At the moment, she is concentrating on
what this protein sees, and how. This she does in
the company of her delightful daughter, Whitney,
who often graces the lab and shares hours with
her Mom.
Liz Barlow continues to help keep the lab running,
keep the radioactivity people at bay, keep the
administration happy, keep orders coming and
plates pouring. Tina Olson helps with reagents,
and Brandon Zhang with the frog colony. Carol
Pfeffer, Marv’s administrative assistant, is doing
well and keeps things on track in the office. Want
a letter of recommendation, or a paper reviewed,
a decision on this or that? Ask Carol; she stands
behind the curtains.

Since the last newsletter, several members
of the lab have won awards. Dave Bernstein
received the Sigrid Leirmo Award from the
Biochemistry Department, for his unselfish
commitment to helping others with their own
research. Labib Rouhana and Tania Gonzalez
were awarded Minority Fellowships from the
N.I.H., and Natascha Buter received an Arthur
Michael Fellowship through the auspices of the
Biochemistry Department. Jae Eun Kwak was
awarded a Steenbock Predoctoral Fellowship.
Marv received a Merit Award from the NIH, and
a named professorship from the University. He
chose to be named the Max Perutz Professor of
Molecular Biology. Perutz was the director of the
LMB in Cambridge, where Marv was a post-doc,
and fostered a very supportive and stimulating
intellectual environment. And was a bit of an
eccentric. One should aspire to such heights.
Two folks have left the lab. Scott “Aldo” Ballantyne
has taken on a professorship at UW-River Falls.
He and Sue now have a house in the country
with, amazingly enough, a sled and six sled dogs
(along with their own canid pride, Dr. Spetzler).
Quite fitting. Now Scott is sledding, ice-fishing,
living frozen elation, along with teaching
genetics and molecular biology. He reports that
the past year “has brought many firsts, including
progress reports, proposals, faculty meetings,
recommendation letters, and worst of all, a
calendar!” He also says that “he guides an arsenal
of undergrads and it feels as if Marv gas assigned
me a dozen rotators.” Speaking of whom, Sherry
Aw, once a dedicated undergraduate here, also
has moved on. Dave comments: “After finding
out that one must study for the MCATs, Sherry
decided to go to graduate school. She narrowed
her search according to climate, shopping districts
and availability of coffee and truffles ice cream.”
And so where else but Harvard Medical School?
Marv is, or at least feels, largely the same, but for
his beardlessness. A face that had been with beard
for 30 years was stripped abruptly a year or so
ago, prompted by the desire to snorkel without
the hassle of Vaseline to prevent leaks. Judith and
Zach say that the lack of facial hair make Marv’s
feelings more apparent. Is this an entirely good
thing? Viewpoints differ. There are advantages to
going covert, yet since J and Z think transparency
is desirable, the cheeks are as smooth as a baby’s
bottom (if you’ll forgive the metaphor). I will
wait for another vacation before taking to the dye

or retiring the razor again. In the office, memos
continue to arrive, and papers and grants are
written. My heart, confronted with exciting data
and the terrific people I work with, soars like an
eagle. (Kris and her happy dance know exactly
what I mean.) Perhaps, if you will not let me
be a deer in the woods, I will be a giant cypress
with immense buttress roots, standing in our
own forest glade. (Eat your heart out, Barbara
Walters.)
Of course I cannot describe here all the lab
alumni’s whereabouts, or their successes and
joys over the last year. But a few specific points.
The great record of weddings during stays in the
lab continues, though the Grand Tradition of
marrying incestuously to another lab member
has not. In particular, since the last newsletter,
Aaron Goldstrohm and Jae Eun have both gotten
married (though, not to each other, tradition not
with-standing), and Brad takes the plunge soon.
And there are three new sons in the firmament
of expatriates: Mike Sheets and Catherine Fox
have Max; Dave Zarkower and Vivian Bardwell
have Sebastian Peter; and Don and Ann GillianDaniel, Ben. Consider too that Natascha has
new twin sons, Kip and Finn. Perhaps PUF and
PAP vapors select for Y chromosomes. I am sure
others of you also have new bambini, or spouses,
but forgive me, send a picture, and visit. Remind
me. It is hard for us old cypresses.
Last year, I asked alumni for updates that might
be included in the next newsletter. Here, slightly
paraphrased, are bits from two of them. From Jeff
Coller: “As a mid-west boy now in Arizona, I’ve
learned that air conditioning is a necessity, cars
should never have black leather interior, bugs can
get REALLY big, and the words “dry heat” have no
meaning. Cameron Luitjens writes: “After a short
period of carousing that included yet another
failed attempt to win the World Series of Poker,
I have followed my esteemed former colleague
Aaron Barkoff into the murky depths of the legal
profession. If any of you ever find yourselves in
Boston please look me up, particularly if you
think you might be injured and have ever used
consumer products.”
We try to keep the lab website up to date, as a
clearing-house of contact information. In that
spirit, much thanks to Pete Wigley, he of the
bright shorts and equally splendid spirit, for
keeping us updated with a new photo and his
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changed address. You should all do the same.
Visit the web site, and see photos. Click on the
portal arches at the lower left, then the picture in
the middle. You will need a name and a six-letter
password. Think, and contact me if you fail.
And now we near the end of our walk through
the woods. What’s that next to the trilliums? Are
those really leaping Labibs, writhing Daniels,

and Brads-in-the-Pulpit? Are those Laura and
Jae Eun finches, flitting silently among the oak’s
branches, throwing acorns and pipet tips at Marv,
walking below? And look — a steamy Stumpf
hides in the underbrush, waiting to pounce on an
unsuspecting database, while a bald Aaron flies
overhead with a silver-stained gel in its mouth.
There is nothing quite like the exhilaration of a
walk in the woods in early spring.

HONORS & AWARDS:
Faculty 2001
Fox, B. G. - Marvin J. Johnson Professor in
Fermentation Biochemistry
Kiessling, L. - Carbohydrate Research Award
for Creativity in Carbohydrate Chemistry,
Carbohydrate Research
Markley, J. L. – Fellow, American Association
for the Advancement of Science;
Fellow of the Biophysical Society
Raines, R. T. - Fellow, American Association
for the Advancement of Science
Reznikoff, W. S. - Fellow, American Academy
of Arts and Sciences

2002
Craig, E. A. - Steenbock Professor of
Microbiological Sciences,
UW-Madison - 2002
Record, M. T., Jr. - Steenbock Professor of
Chemical Sciences, UW-Madison - 2002

2003
Amasino, R. M. - Wisconsin Distinguished
Professor of Biochemistry, UW-Madison
Frey, P. A. - Fellow, American Academy of Arts
and Sciences; Fellow, American Association for
the Advancement of Science
Kiessling, L. L. - Fellow, American Academy of
Arts and Sciences
Kimble, J. - Hilldale Award, Biological
Sciences Division, UW-Madison
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Markley, J. L. – External Distinguished
Advisory Professor, Ehime University,
Matsuyama, Japan – 2003-05
Martin, T. F. J. - Wasson Professorship in
Biochemistry of Higher Animals
Ntambi, J. M. - Osborne Mendel Award for
2004: Katherine Berns Von Donk Steenbock
Professorship in Nutrition, 2003
Phillips, G. N. - Vilas Associate Award, Biological Sciences Division, UW-Madison - 2003-05
Raines, R. T. - 2004 Arthur C. Cope Scholar
Award, American Chemical Society
Rayment, I. - WARF Kellett Mid-Career
Faculty Research Award - 2003-08
Suttie, J. W. - Fellow, American Heart
Association and the Council of Nutrition,
Physical Activity and Metabolism
Wickens, M. P. - Max Perutz Professor of
Molecular Biology
Wiese, C. - American Heart Association
Scholar Development Award - 2003-06

2004
Craig, E. A. - Hilldale Award, Biological
Sciences Division, UW-Madison - 2003-04
Martin, T. F. J. - NIH Merit Award,
Department of Health and Human Services
Sussman, M. R. - Vilas Associate Award,
Biological Sciences Division,
UW-Madison - 2004-2005
Suttie, J. W. - Conrad Elvehjem Award of the
American Society for Nutritional Sciences

HONORS & AWARDS:
Postdoctorates

Undergraduate Majors

Paul D. Boyer Postdoctoral
Excellence Award:

Mary Shine Peterson Scholarship Recipients:
Cortney Angers
Alison Balke
James Alex Feix
Benjamin Jennings
Vivian Poon

Brendan Orner
Brendan will speak on the topic of The Design
and Fabrication of Arrays for the Combinatorial
Exploration of Cell Adherence on Monday, January 26th at 3:30 in room B1118 Biochemistry.

Kimberly Clark Scholarship Recipient:
Aaron Fearday

Graduate Students

Graduate Teaching Excellence Award:
Michael D. Hobbs
This award is intended to recognize a Biochemistry graduate student who has consistently shown
evidence of quality, commitment, and innovation in teaching.

Graduate Mentoring Award:
Kimberly Dickson
This award is designated to honor Biochemistry
graduate students who consistently provide quality guidance and scientific training in mentoring
undergraduate students in their research efforts.

Sigrid Leirmo
Memorial Award in Biochemistry:
David S. Bernstein
The award is given to a postdoctoral or graduate student
who is acknowledged by his/
her peers and advisors as one
who displays clear promise
as a research scientist. Most
importantly, the award is to
be designated in appreciation of the student’s
consistent willingness to contribute to the intellectual and technical potential of his or her fellow students and colleagues through the selfless
help of others.
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Memories of winter
Rick Amasino

Plants have evolved the ability to measure the
duration of cold to which they have been exposed.
This ability is used by many plant species to
determine whether warm weather actually
indicates that spring has actually arrived, and it
is safe to initiate flowering or for buds to release
from dormancy. Anyone who has lived in such a
variable climate as Wisconsin can appreciate the
advantage this ability provides.
Consider a tree with dormant buds in the Fall.
If you brought a branch of that tree into a warm
house it would probably not grow because the
buds of many trees must be exposed to cold before
they can re-initate growth. But what happens if
there is extremely cold weather in October and
early November followed by a late warm spell at
the end of November or early December? If the
species are well adapted to Wisconsin, nothing
will happen - the buds remain dormant. If the
buds were to release in a December warm spell
this would be disastrous for the plant. The buds
remain dormant because many species can actually measure the duration of cold, and the bud
must be exposed to a duration that is perceived
as a complete winter.
In many plant species flowering is also be regulated
by cold exposure. The promotion of flowering
after exposure to cold is known as vernalization
(vernal in latin means spring). Gardeners may
recognize that biennials are one class of plants
that require cold to flower. Biennials, as the name
implies, flower in the second growing season.
These days, many gardeners are too impatient
to grow biennials for flowers, but many grow
them as vegetables. Carrots, beets and cabbage
are example of biennials. Most people have not
seen them flower because they are harvested
in the first growing season. In fact it is the
biennial habit that makes these species desirable
vegetables. We eat the non-flowering parts of
carrots, beets and cabbage, and flowering would
ruin the part of the plant that we consume or
prevent its development. After biennials flower
and produce seed they die. However if a biennial
is not exposed to winter it will grow indefinitely
as shown in the picture, center.
The logic of bud dormancy is clear, but why
would plants wait until the second year to flower?
Plants with a vernalization requirement are typi-
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Right: A cabbage plant that had
been grown in the greenhouse for
5 years. Cabbage is a biennial
and requires exposure to
the environmental cue
of prolonged winter
cold in order to flower
the second spring
after planting. The
large cabbage has
never been exposed
to winter and therefore
cannot flower.
cally plants that begin growing in the
Fall season. These plants grow well in cool
wet environments and ‘prefer’ to become
established in the Fall, but of course with
winter approaching this is not a good
time to begin flowering. In the following spring, it is advantageous for these
plants to flower rapidly while it is
still cool and ample moisture is present, and before there is competition from taller plants that would,
for example, shade the biennials and
further deplete soil moisture. Such
plants are often called Spring ephemerals because you find them flowering in
the Spring, but after setting seed in late
spring to early summer they are gone and
their seeds often lie dormant until the Fall.
If you look in areas that have not been
treated by lawn care companies, it is easy to
find Spring ephemerals in May in Wisconsin. A notorious example of such a plant is
garlic mustard - a plant not native to Wisconsin that is rapidly displacing native plants.
Many years ago, the scientific community adopted a tiny weed called
Arabidopsis thaliana as a model
organism. The advantage of a
model organism is that when
many people work in the
same system we rapidly
generate
useful
tools to advance
research that we all
share. Fortunately for
our research program there
are strains of Arabidopsis that

require vernalization to flower. When we started
to consider studying vernalization, no one was
using these strains because the need to expose the
plants to long periods of cold before they could
flower would slow genetic studies considerably.
Most labs use strains that flower rapidly without
cold. I am grateful to my colleague Tony Bleecker
who was growing these vernalization-requiring
strains for making me aware of them them. An
obvious experiment was to cross different vernalization-requiring strains with other strains that
did not require vernalization to determine the
genetic differences that were responsible for these
two types of flowering behaviors. This became the
project of a fantastic graduate student, Ilha Lee.
Ilha started doing this work as the tools
for mapping genes in Arabidopsis were
advancing. Ilha found that dominant versions (alleles) of two genes were responsible for the vernalization-requirement
and he mapped their chromosomal locations. These genes are FRIGIDA (FRI)
and FLOWERING LOCUS C (FLC). (Ilha
also cloned the first gene involved in flowering
time regulation, LUMINIDEPENDENS, but I
will not tell that story here.)
Another fantastic student, Scott Michaels, took
on the project of identifying FRI and FLC.
This was before we had the Arabidopsis
genome sequence. To facilitate the fine
mapping that was necessary to clone the
genes, Scott invented a method to convert
almost any single-nucleotide polymorphism
(a single base difference in DNA sequence)
into a robust marker. He then used this
method to fine map and clone FLC (and
he also collaborated with another group
to identify FRI). FLC is a transcriptional
regulator belonging to the family of MADS
domain proteins. The cloning of FLC revealed
the first molecular aspects of vernalization. FLC
is clearly a repressor that blocks flowering in the
Fall. Exposure to a long period of cold shuts off
FLC expression enabling plants to flower in the
Spring. Once FLC is shut off by cold it remains
off for the remainder of the plant’s life cycle,
but of course FLC is expressed again in the next
generation to ensure that this next generation
does not flower in the Fall. The role of FRI is to
turn on FLC expression.
The identification of FLC gave us the first

‘molecular handle’ into the vernalization process.
For example, we wondered why one or two weeks
of exposure did not have any effect on FLC
expression whereas exposure to months of cold
turns off FLC? And how is FLC permanently shut
off by months of cold exposure, even in plants
that are growing in warm Spring conditions?
This mitotically stable switch of the state of
FLC expression is (by my definition) a classic
epigenetic switch. Of course this FLC behavior
fit perfectly with the ‘evolutionary logic’ of
vernalization discussed above, but now we could
frame these questions about the vernalization
process in terms of FLC regulation.
We have continued to employ a genetic approach
to these questions. Scott Michaels and Fritz
Schomburg worked out the technical details
of how to create large populations of insertion
mutants. (As an aside, Scott and Fritz created
the first large-scale insertion mutant populations
that were made available to the scientific
community worldwide for ‘reverse genetics’ in a
collaboration with Mike Sussman’s group.) From
insertion mutant populations as well as other
types of mutant populations that Scott created,
we identified mutants in which the vernalization
process was blocked and FLC was not shut off
by cold. Another fantastic student, Sibum Sung,
began to characterize these mutants which he
called vernalization-insensitive (vin) mutants.
With a combination of insight and intuition,
Sibum focused on the most difficult of the vin
mutants to clone because he believed that this gene
(VIN3) would provide further insight into the
mechanism of vernalization and FLC repression.
He was correct. He found that VIN3 encodes a
protein with a domain often found in chromatinremodeling complexes. An emerging area in the
field of gene regulation is the elucidation of the
‘histone code’. The histone code refers to control
of gene expression by the covalent modification
of histones in local regions of the genome by
chromatin-remodeling complexes.
Sibum found that during vernalization FLC
undergoes a series of histone modifications
that epigenetically silences FLC. Thus at one
level vernalization is a pathway designed to
repress a repressor of flowering and this ‘double
negative’ leads to a positive – the promotion of
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flowering. This repression operates via histone
modification, and VIN3 is required for all of the
histone modifications that are required for FLC
repression. A postdoc, Yuehui He, has identified
a cis-regulatory region in the first intron of FLC
that is required for the vernalization pathway to
cause these histone modifications. One of our
current goals is to learn more about the nature of
the chromatin remodeling complexes which are
recruited to the regulatory region that Yuehui has
discovered.
VIN3 has a unique expression pattern. It is
only expressed after prolonged exposure to cold.
Not surprisingly it is turned on just before FLC
is turned off. But unlike FLC which is stably
switched off by cold, the activation of VIN3 by
cold is transient - it is off rapidly after return to
warm conditions.
As far as we can tell, plants are the only organisms
that can measure and ‘remember’ the duration
of winter without a brain. We now know in

outline how the memory system works; it
involves an epigenetic switch mediated by histone
modifications. But we still do not understand the
cold measurement system. The discovery of VIN3
puts us one step closer to this system. VIN3 is clearly
the most upstream component of the vernalization
pathway identified to date. A major focus is now to
determine how VIN3 is induced by cold and how
this induction system can discriminate between
weeks versus months of cold.
One aspect of writing about our vernalization
studies is difficult; namely that I have ignored
other things we have done. Over the time that
the vernalization work was occurring, I have
had students in my lab make advances in other
aspects of flowering such as how circadian
rhythms interface with daylength perception,
and other areas of plant development such as the
regulation of leaf senescence and the control of
plant stature. Hopefully I will have a chance in
the future write about the wonderful work of
other members of my lab.

IN MEMORIAM: 2004
Coombes, Albert Irving
(MS 1938 Hart)
Feb 8, 2003

Snell, Esmond Emerson
(MS 1936 Peterson; PhD
1938 Peterson)
Dec 9, 2003

Dobereiner, Johanna
(w/Burris)
October 5, 2002
Jones, Nancy C.
(Lab An Tech, Deptl Animal Care Facility)
May 17, 2003
Kemmerer, Arthur Russell
(MS 1930 Hart; PhD 1932 Hart)
1989
Mann, Kingsley Meadows
(PhD 1949 Lardy)
March 2003
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Stuiber, David Anthony
(MS 1966 Garver)
Sept 16, 2003
Teresi, Joseph Dominic
(PhD 1943 Hart)
Aug 8, 2002
Wycoff, Harland DeWitt
(MS 1948 Link; PhD 1952 Link)
Unknown

STAFF PROFILE:
Dave Nehls
Dave, Lab Tech Support Supervisor, has been
with the state for over 28 years. The first 17
years were spent with the Medical School, 11
with the Waisman Center and since December of
2003, with Biochemistry. I am AALAS certified
at the technician level and I served for three
years on the Graduate School Animal Care and
Use committee. I have enjoyed my time here at
Biochemistry; there is a good group of people here
and I also get to work with my brother, which is

one of the reasons I joined this department. I have
been married for 26 years to a great woman and
together we have 4 children. In the past month,
I became a grandfather for the first time! In my
spare time, I enjoy golfing, fishing, hunting and I
also like to camp, hike, and canoe. Recently, bird
watching began to take up some of my leisure
time as well. I have also coached youth football,
basketball, baseball, and softball, winning the
national title in softball in 1997.

STAFF PROFILE:
Wayne Nehls
I was surprised and pleased at how at home I felt
when I joined Biochemistry four years ago. I’ve
had the pleasure of serving the campus research
community for 35 years as a Lab Tech Supervisor
at the Medical School, Vet School, Animal Health
and Biomedical Sciences and the Department of
Zoology. I also spent three years as a member
of the human multi-organ transplant team at
U.W. Hospital as an organ procurement and
preservation specialist. What I’ve learned over
the years when it comes to happiness on the
job, is that it’s always the people that make the
difference. The Biochemistry office and the
Department Chair make it easy to want to come
to work and try to make a difference. The past
5 months have been especially enjoyable because
of the opportunity to once again work with my
brother, Dave. We supervised together years ago
at the Medical School and now have a chance
to pool and use our collective experiences at
Biochemistry.
Leisure time is spent with my lovely wife of 24
years, Sharon, at our Fitchburg home. I also
enjoy gardening or tending our Koi pond, bird
watching, reading, golfing or fishing. We have 4
great kids, 2 wonderful grandchildren and a third
on the way. I hope to call Biochemistry “home”
for many years.
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Continued from page 3
components, a protein-free preparation of U2
and U6 RNA catalyzes a slow reaction analogous
to the first step of splicing. These data suggest, but
do not prove, that the spliceosome is a ribozyme.
To look at this problem from a structural perspective, during the last year we have found that
a domain of U6 RNA is highly similar in structure to the catalytic core of group II ribozymes
(Figure below). Dipa Sashital first recognized this
when she was analyzing NMR data of a large U6
RNA and also collabor-ating with a group at Yale
to help solve the NMR structure of the group II

RNA domain. Around the same time, Nick Reiter
found that the dynamic motions of U6 RNA are
also highly similar to that of the group II ribozyme
domain, both of which display a base-flipping
mediated conformational change (RNA Figure).
We are currently pursuing the structure of the
entire U6 RNA, alone and in complex with its
protein partner prp24 (through collaboration
with Dave Brow, Biomolecular Chemistry).
The real molecular Coelacanth, as it turns out,
might just be revealed from our current focus, an
exciting and ambitious NMR structure of a U2U6 RNA complex thought to comprise most of
the spliceosomal active site.

Student Faculty Liaison Committee (SFLC):
Allison Lamanna

Hello Biochemistry Alums!
Greetings from the SFLC. First and foremost, I
would like to let you all know about a recent project the SFLC has completed. We have, with the
help of the media lab, put together a website that
has both a place to compile alumni contact data
and an anonymous “exit survey” for the department. Current grads will be filling this out as they
leave, and we would like to ask former grads to
think back on their time in the department and
fill it out as well. We would also appreciate it if
those of you who are interested in being a part
of a “Biochemistry Alumni Database” would also
fill out the contact information form as well. The
website is: http://www.biochem.wisc.edu/grad_
programs/survey.html Thanks in advance!
The SFLC continues to keep student morale high
by organizing a summer barbeque, the annual
holiday party, and the spring egg-drop contest.
This year, the Cox lab was dethroned from
their holiday-ornament-contest supremacy by
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the Attie lab. In addition to the alumni contact
information and exit survey, the SFLC has also
instigated the creation of two new awards in the
department: the Graduate Teaching Excellence
Award and the Graduate Mentoring Award.
These awards will be given for the first time at
the Spring Poster Session, along with the Sigrid
Leirmo Memorial Award. If you are interested in
sponsoring one of these awards, making a donation, or have any questions, please contact me
(alamanna@biochem.wisc.edu) or Peter Belshaw
(belshaw@chem.wisc.edu), or you can send a
check made payable to the Biochemistry Graduate Student Fund:
c/o Jim Shurts
433 Babcock Dr.
Madison, WI 53706
Thanks, and I hope you have all had a wonderful year!
Allison Lamanna, SFLC chair, Kiessling Lab

BIOCHEMISTRY DEGREE LISTING 2003:
Thesis Title

Degree

Name (Major Professor)

PhD

Gomez, Francisco E
(Fox)

Differential Regulation of Stearoyl-CoA Desaturase (SCD) Expression and Activity by Thiazolidinediones, Steroid Hormones and Fatty Acid Analogs Using the
Mouse 3T3-L1 Preadipocyte Cell Line as Model System

PhD

Kang, Byung-Ho
(Bednarek)

The Cell-Plate Associated Arabidopsis Dynamin-Like Protein 1 (ADLI) Family is
Required for Cytokinesis and Cell Expansion

PhD

Mulligan, Jacob D
(Attie)

An Investigation into the Role of ABCA1 in the Efflux of Cholesterol from the
Intestine and the Liver

PhD

Robu, Mara-Eliza
(Cox)

Replication Fork Reversal: Roles of RecA and RecG Proteins

PhD

Goldstein, Jonathan T
(DeLuca)

PhD

Raffaelle, Marni
(Record)

Characterization by DNA Footprinting of Intermediates Involved in Transcription Initiation by Eschericia coli Es70 RNA Polymerase at the lPR Promoter

PhD

Ason, Brandon L
(Reznikoff )

Tn5 Transposition: From Small Molecules to Transposase-DNA Interactions

PhD

Felitsky, Daniel J
(Record)

Thermodynamics of Preferential Solvation in Protein Unfolding

PhD

Kim, Jonghwa
(Nibert)

Studies on Reovirus Minor Core Protein µ2: Roles in Core Transcription and
Viral Inclusion Formation

PhD

Lyle, Karen S
(Fox)

Mechanism and Function of Soluble acyl-acyl Carrier Protein Desaturase Systems in Fatty Acid Metabolism

PhD

Meehan, Terrence F
(DeLuca)

Delineation of the Immuno suppressive effect exerted by 1a, 25-Dihydroxyvitamin D3 upon the experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis mouse model of
Multiple Sclerosis

PhD

Mowery, Patricia A
(Kiessling)

Exploiting Multivalency in Protein-Carbohydrate Interactions: Targeting Cells
with Anti-Galactose Antibodies and Inhibiting L-selectin Function

MS

Abbott, Stephen N
(Cox)

Investigating the Role of Lysine 298 in the Activities of Escherichia coli RecA
Protein

MS

Jacobson, Mark J
(Ntambi)

The Partial Purification and Characterization of a Novel Desaturase from the
Preputial Gland of MUS Musculus

MS

Mansoorabadi, Karen J
(Wiese)

Characterization of Two g-Tubulin Complexes in Drosophila

MS

Staten, Annie N
(Wiese)

Regulation of Spindle Assembly Factor TPX2 by Importin a/b

Isolation and Characterization of Unsaturated Fatty Acids as Natural Ligands for
the Retinoid-X Receptor
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EMAIL & TELEPHONE NUMBERS
BIOCHEMISTRY FACULTY 2002-2003
Rick Amasino ................. amasino@biochem.wisc.edu . . . . 608/265-2170
Aseem Ansari ................. ansari@biochem.wisc.edu . . . . . . 608/265-4690
Alan Attie ....................... attie@biochem.wisc.edu . . . . . . . 608/262-1372
Sebastian Bednarek ........ bednarek@biochem.wisc.edu. . . . 608/263-0309
Peter Belshaw ................. belshaw@chem.wisc.edu . . . . . . . 608/262-2996
Sam Butcher................... butcher@biochem.wisc.edu . . . . . 608/263-3890
Margaret Clagett-Dame . dame@biochem.wisc.edu. . . . . . . 608/262-3450
Mo Cleland .................... cleland@biochem.wisc.edu . . . . . 608/262-1373
Mike Cox ...................... cox@biochem.wisc.edu . . . . . . . . 608/262-1181
Betty Craig ..................... ecraig@facstaff.wisc.edu. . . . . . . . 608/263-7105
Hector DeLuca .............. deluca@biochem.wisc.edu . . . . . . 608/262-1620
Brian Fox ...................... bgfox@biochem.wisc.edu . . . . . . 608/262-9708
Perry Frey ....................... frey@biochem.wisc.edu . . . . . . . . 608/262-0055
Paul Friesen ................... pfriesen@facstaff.wisc.edu . . . . . . .608/262-7774
Colleen Hayes ................ hayes@biochem.wisc.edu. . . . . . . 608/263-6387
Hazel Holden ................ hazel_holden@biochem.wisc.edu 608/262-4988
Ross Inman .................... rbinman@facstaff.wisc.edu . . . . . .608/262-9881
Laura Kiessling ............... kiessling@chem.wisc.edu. . . . . . . 608/262-0541
Judith Kimble ............... jekimble@facstaff.wisc.edu . . . . . 608/262-6188
John Markley ................. markley@nmrfam.wisc.edu . . . . . 608/263-9349
Tom Martin ................... tfmartin@facstaff.wisc.edu. . . . . . 608/263-2427
Anant Menon ............... menon@biochem.wisc.edu . . . . . 608/262-2913
Julie Mitchell ................. mitchell@biochem.wisc.edu. . . . . .608/263-6819
Rebecca Montgomery .... rimontgomery@facstaff.wisc.edu . . .608/262-6773
Dave Nelson .................. nelson@biochem.wisc.edu. . . . . . 608/263-6879
James Ntambi ............... ntambi@biochem.wisc.edu . . . . . 608/265-3700
Ann Palmenberg............. acpalmen@facstaff.wisc.edu. . . . . 608/262-7519
George Phillips ............... phillips@biochem.wisc.edu . . . . . 608/263-6142
Wes Pike ........................ pike@biochem.wisc.edu . . . . . . . 608/262-8229
Ron Raines .................... raines@biochem.wisc.edu . . . . . . 608/262-8588
Ivan Rayment ................. ivan_rayment@biochem.wisc.edu 608/262-0437
Tom Record ................... record@chem.wisc.edu . . . . . . . . 608/262-5332
George Reed .................. reed@biochem.wisc.edu . . . . . . . 608/262-0509
Bill Reznikoff ................. reznikoff@biochem.wisc.edu . . . . 608/262-3608
Mike Sussman ................ sussman@biochem.wisc.edu . . . . 608/262-8608
Marvin Wickens ............ wickens@biochem.wisc.edu. . . . . 608/262-8007
Chris Wiese .................... wiese@biochem.wisc.edu. . . . . . . 608/263-7608

IN GENERAL...

EMERITUS

Please contact the Chairman
Hector DeLuca 608/262-1620
Email: deluca@biochem.wisc.edu
Or contact
The Department of Biochemistry
(608) 262-3040
E-mail: donations@biochem.wisc.edu

Julius Adler .................... adler@biochem.wisc.edu . . . . . . .
Laurens Anderson .......... landers2@facstaff.wisc.edu . . . . . .
Helmut Beinert .............. hbeinert@facstaff.wisc.edu . . . . . .
Robert Burris ................. burris@biochem.wisc.edu . . . . . .
Jack Gorski..................... gorski@biochem.wisc.edu . . . . . .
Alfred E. Harper ............ harp3600@attbi.com
Paul J. Kaesberg ............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Henry Lardy................... halardy@facstaff.wisc.edu. . . . . . .
Roland R. Rueckert ........ rrruecke@facstaff.wisc.edu. . . . . .
Heinrich K. Schnoes ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Muttaiya Sundaralingam msundar@mps.ohio-state.edu
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